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Lake Sakakawea, located in central North Dakota, is a 286-kilometer-long reservoir with 
over 2,462 kilometers of shoreline (Garrison Power Plant, 2011). This reservoir is maintained by 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Each summer, the USACE employs a crew 
of approximately 12 individuals to monitor the Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus, hereafter; 
plover) and Least Tern (Sternula antillarum, hereafter; tern) at this location. Given that these 
species frequently return to the same breeding areas, monitoring efforts are largely focused on 
those areas. However, this is a dynamic system and amount of available habitat can change in 
response to precipitation. Additionally, precipitation patterns also have the potential change in 
response to climate change, making seasonal precipitation and habitat formation irregular. In 
order to find where new habitat is forming under varying conditions, crews would be required 
to search large areas of the reservoir which have historically been unproductive. Therefore, the 
purpose of this study was to first introduce an automated habitat model, supported by machine 
learning, to provided relevant habitat predictions to assist exploration efforts. Second, the 
model was developed using available data to support its utilization under current monitoring 
practices. Third, this study analyzed local precipitation trends and their seasonal effect on 







Chapter I: Introduction 
 
 The Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus, hereafter; plover) is a shorebird species with 
precocial young which feed on coastal invertebrates (Hunt, Fraser, Karpanty, & Catlin, 2017). 
Adults may weigh between 42 to 62 grams with a length of approximately 17 centimeters and a 
wingspan averaging 35 centimeters (Palmer, 1967). Male and female are similar in both size 
and color. Upper parts are pale brownish, with white under parts. Below the collar is a single 
dark band which encircles the body while the forecrown is marked with a single dark stripe but 
is obscured during winter (Palmer, 1967). Plovers spend less than 50% of their annual cycle at 
breeding sites (Haig & Oring, 1988), in three distinct locations: the Atlantic seaboard, shorelines 
of the Great Lakes and shores of rivers and lakes in the Great Plains (Gaines & Ryan, 1988).  
 With the plover’s breeding distribution spread throughout a large area, they are further 
classified into two sub species: Charadrius melodus melodus for the Atlantic coast and 
Charadrius melodus circumcinctus for the northern Great Plains of U.S. and Canada, and the 
Great Lakes (American Ornithologists' Union, 1957). Plovers occupy these breeding grounds 
from March to August. Nests are typically located along sandy shorelines of lakes or oceans 
above the high-water mark, where the surface is diversified with pebble (Bent, 1929; Cairns, 
1982). Other suitable nesting locations are within river systems, where sandbars and shoreline 
provide similar habitat (Bent, 1929; Faanes, 1982; Niemi & Davis, 1979), gravel pits along rivers 
(Ducey, 1981), and saline bare areas of sand, gravel, or pebbly mud on interior alkaline lakes 
and ponds (Whyte, 1985). Nests are shallow depressions formed by scraping, and typically lined 
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with debris such as pebbles or shells. These nests normally have between three to five eggs, 
with four eggs being the average clutch size (Bent, 1929; Wilcox, 1959; Wiltermuth, Anteau, 
Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2009; Cairns, 1982). 
 The plover has a long history of fluctuating populations. In fact, during the early 19th 
century, it had nearly been brought to extinction (Bent, 1929). Bent (1929) mentioned that it 
was not until the removal of smaller plovers and sandpipers from the list of game birds that the 
plover population began to increase. However, the population began to decrease again in 1945 
due to an increase in recreational beach use (Tate, 1981).  During the 1980s, the plover 
population was assessed again. It was found that population declines were not unique to a 
single region and was widespread throughout North America (Haig & Oring, 1985). In response 
to the declining population of the species, the Northern Great Plains plover population was 
listed by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as threatened in December of 
1985 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). In addition to the listing of the plover in 1985, the 
interior population of the Least Tern (Sternula antillarum, hereafter; tern) as endangered in the 
same year (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). The tern is a shorebird with similar habitat 
requirements as the plover (Maslo, et al., 2016). 
 The tern has a forked tail, long narrow wings and a pointed bill. Adults weigh between 
40 to 45 grams, are approximately 22 cm in length, and have a 50 cm wingspan. There are three 
broad areas in North America for the tern: East Coast, Interior and West Coast. Habitat 
requirements of the tern, similar to the plover, are sparsely vegetated sandbars. Typically, they 
are more commonly found along river habitat, as opposed to shoreline areas on Fort Peck Lake 
and Lake Sakakawea (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). 
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 Prior to the ESA listing of the plover, the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
had placed several dam structures upon the Missouri River. This included Gavins Point, Fort 
Randall, Big Bend, Oahe and Garrison Dam (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). This was in 
response to the Flood Control Act of 1944. This act was authorized for the following purposes: 
navigation, hydroelectricity, flood control, irrigation, recreation, water supply, water quality, 
and fish and wildlife (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). The 1985 ESA listing concluded that 
the placement of those dams had eliminated nesting sandbar habitat along hundreds of miles 
on the Missouri River (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019). As a result, the USACE was required 
by the USFWS to monitor the plover and tern populations and ensure their water management 
actions did not further threatened the continuation of those species’. In order to do this, the 
USACE implement the Tern and Plover Monitoring Program (TPMP) in 1986 (USGS, 2013). 
 After the implementation of the TPMP, its documentation underwent several revisions 
until it was fully accepted by the USFWS in 2000. Afterwards, additional adjustments were 
made to further enhance USACE monitoring protocol. The TPMP documentation from 2009 
outlines the most current protocol for monitoring tern and plover populations. In the 2009 
documentation, monitoring of plover and tern consists of two parts: adult census and 
productivity surveys (USGS, 2013). Data collection during these surveys is divided into three 
sections: Site Information, Survey Information and Census Information (USGS, 2013). Adult 
census occurs once during each breeding season, typically over a two-week period in June. At 
that time, the number of adults seen in each river mile are recorded in the census information 
section. Productivity surveys are conducted every week during the breeding season, as well as 
during adult census. Data collected during weekly productivity surveys ranges from adult 
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surveys, nest surveys and chick and fledgling surveys. While the number of adults are of 
particular interest to USACE monitoring crews during productivity surveys, as it aids in 
estimating how many nests may be present at a given location, it is not required to record this 
data outside of adult census. Once the nests are located during surveys, GPS data is recorded 
and the nest is re-visited once a week to update their status. Status will explain if the nest is still 
being attended to, if the adults are still laying eggs, how many eggs are missing or hatching, etc. 
This information helps determine how nests fail and if a specific USACE management action is 
responsible (incidental take). It is also helpful to know exactly how many nests and eggs were 
present prior to nest hatching. This enables agencies to assess how successful nesting was in a 
particular location and season. Providing insight as to how many eggs or chicks had been 
predated or inundated and so forth. However, the main factor that the USACE reports to the 
USFWS in regard to productivity, is based solely on the number of fledglings and not the total 
number of nests or chicks (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2019).  
Monitoring Difficulties 
 Previous research has found that the total time and number of people devoted towards 
searching for either chicks, fledglings or adults is correlated with the number found (Roche, et 
al., 2014). In which case Roche et al. (2014) concluded that increasing search times in locations 
of suitable habitat would be more cost effective than adding additional team members. 
However, in order to accommodate more time spent at particular locations without additional 
team members, time allocated towards habitat exploration may need to decrease. Typically, 
habitat exploration begins with previously productive areas in the early season. Afterwards, 
exploration for habitat beyond what has been historically productive can take place. While this 
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is straightforward on river systems, as the riverbank provides a strong delineation of habitat 
boundaries, it is an arduous task on a reservoir such as Lake Sakakawea. The reason this is more 
difficult on a reservoir is because habitable boundaries are dependent on reservoir elevation, 
which are not consistent between seasons. Additionally, Lake Sakakawea has over 2,400 km of 
shoreline and the project has limited staff to survey all areas. On such a large project, searching 
for new nesting locations on Lake Sakakawea may take days and return no reward, leading to a 
Figure 1: Lake Sakakawea Reference Map 
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reoccurring problem where field surveys may not be conducted quickly enough to identify 
potential habitat in the early season throughout the entire reservoir. This is exacerbated by the 
fact that exploration to some of the most remote sections of the reservoir, particularly areas 
where there are no historical recordings of nesting activity, often occurs after plovers hatch in 
historically productive areas. In which case, even if habitat is identified during late season 
exploration, plovers may have already hatched and left. Potentially leading to an underestimate 
of how many plovers were breeding within the project area.  
 To correct this problem and enable increased site survey time as proposed by Roche et 
al. (2014), exploration efficiency needs to be increased. However, this is not the first time 
monitoring efficiency has been addressed. In late 1984 and early 1985, aerial imagery and 
surveys had been used for assessing large segments of shoreline rapidly (Haig & Oring, 1985). 
By the 1990’s, the use of aerial videography was suggested (Sidel & Ziewitz, 1990). Today, 
researchers typically use satellite imagery for large habitat studies (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, 
& Shaffer, 2014; Davis, et al., 2016; Farnsworth, Baasch, & Farrell, 2018). While satellite 
imagery has been used in recent research efforts, it is still not utilized by the Garrison Dam 
project to help direct monitoring efforts. Despite the fact that Anteau et al. (2014) study 
resulted in the developed of a habitat census model for Lake Sakakawea, the methodology 
developed at Lake Sakakawea, requires manual geospatial data manipulation. This is not 
something staff is always trained for and typically requires educational background in remote 
sensing. In order to streamline the process, it either has to be simplified to match the 
capabilities of the staff, or undergo automation to simplify its external mechanics. Additionally, 
Roche et al. (2014) explained that an expansion of the USACE seasonal work force to increase 
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monitoring efficiency was not a financially feasible option. In such a case, a remote sensing 
methodology must be developed towards a limited staff scenario where the time taken to 
conduct the analysis, and produce supporting figures, does not impede current monitoring 
efficiency. 
 Furthermore, the previous remote sensing method found in the Anteau et al. (2012) 
study, utilized vegetation coverage data. The vegetation coverage data was then referenced to 
satellite imagery to analyze the spectral properties of varying vegetation coverages. Afterwards, 
vegetation coverage estimates were conducted remotely to identify areas of plover habitat. 
Habitat in this instance was defined as areas with less than 30 percent vegetation coverage. 
Unfortunately, vegetation coverage data is not regularly collected by the monitoring staff.  
 As a result, the model has not been widely adopted. Underutilization of models in 
conservation planning is a widespread issue (Addison, et al., 2013; Maslo, Zeigler, Drake, Pover, 
& Plant, 2019). Some of the common reasons for underutilization range from models being too 
complicated or too simple, lack of sufficient data for implementation, poor scientific 
communication of outputs between the developer and user, or models were found to be too 
resource intensive (Addison, et al., 2013). 
 Anteau et al. (2014) also argued the importance their model could have in making 
management decisions and under changing climatic conditions, as their model has the 
capability to assess changes in habitat under varying hypothetical management scenarios. 
Although climate is mentioned by Anteau et al. (2014), the specifics on how reservoir 
conditions may change over time was not the focus of their study. As previously mentioned, 
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early season monitoring efforts are often directed towards previously productive areas. In 
which case, direction of monitoring efforts is reliant on plover site fidelity, and by extension, 
some level of regularity in reservoir levels between seasons. While variability in reservoir levels 
between seasons is expected and supports inundation which is essential to the formation of 
plover habitat (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014), greater levels of variability in the 
frequency and elevations at which inundation occurs could have negative impacts on plover site 
fidelity. For example, if the onset of climate change increases the frequency of high-water 
events at Lake Sakakawea, locations of suitable habitat may shift outside of the previously 
productive areas. Additionally, a similar habitat shift could occur with an increase in frequency 
of low-water events. This could decrease monitoring efficiency as the need for habitat 
exploration may increase. Further supporting the need for a habitat model to aid in directing 
monitoring efforts. 
Study Objective 
 This study had a total of three objectives. The first objective was to develop an 
automated remote sensing analysis tool to assess plover and tern habitat on Lake Sakakawea. 
The question we had asked when pursing this objective is as follows: Can a remote sensing 
methodology with a heavily automated base be developed for habitat prediction? Initially, we 
were uncertain if automation would be possible during the removal of interference data, such 
as cloud cover, from satellite imagery prior to habitat predictions as this is a task which is 
typically carried out manually. Automation of interference removal was made possible with 
utilization of the Function of Mask (FMask) algorithm data from USGS, which uses spectral tests 
and decision trees to detect interference (Foga, et al., 2017). Additionally, automating the 
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methodology simplified its replication by eliminating the need to manually administer data 
science, remote sensing and quality control techniques. Given that this is the bulk work of a 
methodology or model, this in theory should simplify its external mechanics to enable its use by 
a broader scope of individuals.  
 The second objective of this study was to develop a reliable remote sensing 
methodology without the aid of vegetation data. The question we had asked when pursing this 
objective is as follows: Can a habitat model be developed using only nest GPS data and satellite 
imagery? In order to answer this, we use a pixel classification system based on the research of 
Sidel & Ziewitz (1990). Their study utilized areal videography and manual identification of 
habitable pixels. The main modification to their methodology was to utilize nest GPS points as 
habitable pixel selection parameters to self-train the model, as opposed to selecting habitable 
pixels by hand. Given that the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is an acceptable 
method for land coverage classification and has been associated with numerous ecological 
applications (Pettorelli, et al., 2014), we used it as the base imagery source for our habitat 
classification model. To further support the ability of this model to utilize nest point data for 
habitat assessment and predictions, additional indices and spectral bands were added. While 
this requires more data to be downloaded, the addition of spectral bands alone have been 
associated with increased land classification performance (Zhang, et al., 2017).  
 The final objective of this study was to investigate precipitation trends in applicable 
watersheds to Lake Sakakawea (between 1965-2019) and compare them with seasonal 
precipitation events leading up to the development of high-water years. The question being 
asked is as follows: Is seasonal precipitation changing over time, and how could this lead to an 
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increase in frequency of high-water events? Given that three of the top five high-water events 
at Lake Sakakawea occurred within the past decade, high-water events were chosen as the 
focus of our climate analysis as they appeared to be increasing in frequency. However, the 
mechanisms behind what was causing an increased frequency of high-water events was 
unclear. In order to suggest that there was in fact a potential increase in frequency of high-
water events in response to climate change, seasonal precipitation had to be analyzed for three 
reasons. First, it allowed for cross comparison between events to determine which seasons 
typically experienced above average precipitation during high-water events. Second, comparing 
overall seasonal precipitation trends enabled us to relate increasing precipitation trends to the 
development of high-water events. Third, cross analysis of seasonal precipitation allowed us to 
illustrate that the high-water events were due to precipitation events and not management 





Chapter II: Literature Review 
USGS Habitat Model 
 The USGS study successfully illustrated their model’s capability to predict habitat as well 
as analyze it (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014). They conducted field surveys 
between 2006 and 2009, recording nesting data as well vegetation coverage on the Lake 
Sakakawea reservoir to support their model (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014; 
Anteau, Sherfy, & Wiltermuth, 2012; Wiltermuth, Anteau, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2009). The reason 
vegetation coverage is important when assessing plover habitat, is that it is a selective pressure 
on the species. Anteau et al. (2012) found that lower vegetation densities were associated with 
higher nest success rates as less dense vegetation could increase the plover’s ability to spot 
predators. In their model, they used a Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) for land 
coverage classification to remotely sense vegetation coverage densities. Anteau et al (2014) 
also used Digital Elevation Models (DEM) for slope assessment and assessment of habitat 
elevation in relation to reservoir water level. Imagery data used in this study came from Landsat 
5, the 2004 National Agricultural Imagery Program, and pan-sharpened SPOT imagery acquired 
in 2007 (Anteau, et al., 2012; Wiltermuth, Anteau, Sherfy, & Pearse, 2015). Imagery data 
acquisitioned in 2004 by the National Agricultural Imagery Program, was used to define the 
base shoreline of the reservoir for their analysis as it was collected during a low water year 
(Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014). Afterwards, they extracted the DEM contours 
along the shoreline of the lake. Allowing them to calculate slopes of segmented shoreline over 
the same elevation contour for the entire reservoir. Once the imagery had been accurately 
aligned with DEM data, they conducted their NDVI and nest slope analysis. Using field data 
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collected between 2006 and 2009, they defined the preferred slope for plover habitat from 349 
nests (Anteau, Sherfy, & Wiltermuth, 2012).  
 They concluded that 90% of piping plover preferred slopes less than 10% between the 
years 2006 and 2009. When referenced with historical data between 1998 and 2005 (1320 
nests), they showed 93% of nests were within the 10% slope threshold  (Anteau, Wiltermuth, 
Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014; Anteau, et al., 2012). NDVI was then calculated for the target date 
range of mid-May, which would coincide with nesting site selection; additionally, vegetation is 
typically still green. Vegetation usually begins to lose its greenness between May and June 
(Griffith, Martinko, Whistler, & Price, 2002). Greenness of vegetation during this assessment 
aids in accuracy of classifying vegetation coverage. Field measurements identified 90% of nests 
were located in sparsely vegetated areas. Specifically, 15% vegetation coverage within 3 meters 
of the nest and 30% vegetation coverage within 10 meters of the nest. Therefore, they defined 
a 30% vegetation coverage threshold as potential habitat. The NDVI values derived from 
satellite imagery were then referenced with field measurements to allow for vegetation density 
prediction (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014).  
 In the first step of the USGS model, shoreline segments are analyzed to observe for 
bluffs greater than 25 meters in height, located within 250 meters of the shoreline. This was 
included because bluffs provide a perch location for potential predators. Thus, these areas are 
typically avoided by plovers. If no bluff is present in the segment, the DEM data is then 
referenced to search for areas with slopes less than 10%. If such an area is present, the 
segment is passed onto the final DEM parameter. If the selected segment will be above the 
water level by May 15th, or is currently above it, the segment will be accepted and passed on to 
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the coverage classification stage. If less than 30% vegetation coverage is predicted, either 
through satellite imagery processing in the post season, or through the vegetation growth 
algorithm, it will be identified as a location containing suitable habitat. Data used for predicting 
vegetation coverage was derived from field data representing vegetation density and satellite 
imagery from Landsat 5 during their field data collection period. Satellite imagery used in 
training the vegetation model was between the years 1986 to 2009 (Anteau, Wiltermuth, 
Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014).   
 Results from post-season analysis, using NDVI and vegetation coverage data, illustrated 
that as the water level increased the amount of predicted habitat decreased. Similarly, under 
the vegetation rate prediction model, the same relationship was seen. Outputs from both 
methods were then compared to assess model accuracy (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & 
Shaffer, 2014). Predictions made by the vegetation growth model were weighted differently in 
each segment to account for varying substrate composition, as vegetation growth rates differ. 
In order to improve this model, they suggested obtaining spatially explicit data for gravel and 
other substrates, allowing them to further train the model to better classify bare substrate 
compositions. For their imagery analysis, they compared two different satellite sources. The 
first being SPOT, with a spatial resolution of 2.5 meters. The second was Landsat 5, with a 
resolution of 30 meters.   
 They did not identify a significant difference in habitat estimates between satellite 
sources. At the lake scale, major deviation in predictions versus post analysis occurred following 
declines in reservoir water elevations. Particularly between 554-557 meters (MSL), this is the 
range of water elevation observed between the late 1980s and mid 1990s (Figure 2). The 
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predictions made between 1989 and 1991 were found to be overestimates, while those in 2003 
were underestimates. To alleviate this issue, they argued data from another (future) declining 
cycle of water surface elevation could improve the model (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & 
Shaffer, 2014). However, water elevation variability seen between the 1980s and mid-1990s, 
between 554-557 meters (MSL), has not been observed since this study was conducted (Figure 
2). Their conclusion outlined this methodology as a set of techniques that are only as good as 
the understating one has of what constitutes “habitat” and the ability to remotely sense it. 
Habitat within this study was “…derived from rigorous habitat-selection studies” (Anteau, 
Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014). Providing a well-defined and supported definition; 
Figure 2: Garrison Dam Maximum Monthly MSL Elevations  




however, the capacity to utilize complex information remotely is limited by data availability and 
user capabilities. In order to follow this methodology, new vegetation coverage data is required 
to define the relationship between current satellite sensors and habitat. It becomes increasingly 
important to obtain new data when considering the fact that DEM data was used in their 
model. As shoreline elevation profiles can change on an annual basis following inundation.   
 Attempting to use the USGS habitat prediction methodology under recent reservoir 
conditions is not a feasible option without additional vegetation data. For example, the top five 
maximum water elevations experienced at the reservoir, derived from the data above provided 
by the Garrison Dam Project, occurred during 1975, 1997, 2011, 2018 and 2019. The USGS 
remote sensing study used satellite imagery from 1986 to 2009 in order to train their 
vegetation model (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014), three of the top five high-
water events between 1968 and 2019 occurred within the past decade, outside of the USGS 
study period. These events could have had adverse effects on shoreline elevation contours, 
substrate composition and vegetation rates derived from the previous research. In order to 
acclimate the USGS model to recent conditions, new data would have to be collected. Data 
collection would have to be done to a similar extent as in the initial study, as all data prior to 
2012 (decommissioning of Landsat 5) is not relevant to the current Landsat 8 sensor. Data 
collection defined by the author as being obtained through “…rigorous habitat-selection 
studies” Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014). Which in the previous study took three 
field seasons to obtain. There is still potential to utilize this methodology with SPOT imagery to 
expand on previous work. However, the SPOT satellite available at the period of their initial 
study was decommissioned in 2015. Therefore, the year to which this methodology can be 
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utilized with supporting data is 2015. Even if new data was to be collected to support a habitat 
analysis methodology; this may not be the ideal choice. It has already been declined for use due 
to complexity, as staff at the Garrison Dam Project do not possess the skillsets to implement it.  
 The elevation assessment by Anteau et al. (2014), as previously mentioned, was to 
remove areas containing potential perching locations for predators from the habitat 
assessment. This was supported in another study conducted at the Lake of the Woods, 
Minnesota (Maxson & Haws, 2000). In this study, Maxson & Haws (2000) found that predation 
by raptors was more prevalent in areas with potential perching locations. Unlike the Anteau et 
al. (2014) study, trees were the main focus of predatory perches by Maxson & Haws (2000). 
However, attempting to include trees as selective modeling pressure would be exceedingly 
difficult on such a large project as Lake Sasakwa., especially when trying to remotely sense 
elevation changes and potential perching sites in relation to plants. The DEM data used during 
the Anteau et al. (2014) was derived from Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data. Most 
recent DEM data obtained by the state of North Dakota is also derived from LiDAR. This type of 
data is able to delineate between limited vegetation types (such as trees and grass) and solid 
surfaces (such as roads and houses) (Song, Han, Yu, & Kim, 2012). Unfortunately, the current 
return interval for LiDAR data is not favorable for this type of study. It is not collected on an 
annual basis, which would be required to detect any changes between analyses. 
 The level of complexity in Anteau’s et al. (2014) methodology included a definition of 
habitat which was very specific. Meanwhile, differences in habitat preference between regions 
are known to exist (Farnsworth, Baasch, & Farrell, 2018; Anteau, et al., 2012), particularly when 
considering studies that analyze habitat parameters outside of vegetation and habitat slope 
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such as shoreline and sandbar area or river width (Farnsworth, Baasch, & Farrell, 2018). 
However, for the purpose of monitoring plover at Lake Sakakawea, site specific parameters 
performed well in the USGS model (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014).  
Geomorphic vs Species-Centric Habitat Analyses 
 Farnsworth et al. (2018) reviewed historical habitat studies to determine if variability 
existed between different remote sensing methodologies and their conclusions. Specifically 
focusing on different methods used for identifying river sandbars with potential habitat 
remotely. Farnsworth et al. (2018) reviewed studies on three rivers (Platte, Niobrara, and Loup) 
located in Nebraska, and found contradictions between habitat studies based upon their centric 
focus. For species-centric studies, they concluded that plover and least tern selected wider river 
segments due to increased area of habitat. While geomorphic-centric analysis concluded that 
areas with narrower channels were more likely to support habitat requirements due to 
sediment transport and likelihood of unvegetated sand bars (Farnsworth, Baasch, & Farrell, 
2018). Results from Farnsworth’s et al. (2018) study supported both centric views, but 
variations occurred along river segments. Illustrating that management practices should utilize 
both centric views for decision making.  
 Farnsworth et al. (2018) found that wider rivers typically contained more habitat for 
plovers. However, rivers with greater width were also more likely to contain sandbars with 
higher vegetation densities. Arguing that areas capable of supporting suitable habitat were best 
described by locality as opposed to generalizing results from one study. As previously 
mentioned, likelihood of finding suitable plover habitat based upon channel width alone varied 
between locations. The conclusion from Farnsworth et al. (2018) is consistent with the 
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argument of Anteau et al. (2012), in that selection preferences and habitat conditions vary 
amongst different locations.  
 
 The vegetation density threshold identified by Anteau (2014) was about 30%, where 
70% of the shoreline is unobstructed. Meanwhile the USACE maintains this threshold rests 
somewhere around 20% vegetation coverage and 80% unobstructed (U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 2019). In one study, the observed vegetation threshold was defined just below 20% 
(Faanes, 1983). This is understandable, in comparison to other shorebirds, such as the tern, as 
Bent (1929) had mentioned that there was a wider range of vegetation selection preferences in 
plovers. This could explain why there are discrepancies in the estimates of ideal vegetation 
coverage for the plover. In regard to tern habitat, Maslo et al. (2016) found that of plover 
breeding habitat in New Jersey encompassed approximately 86% of tern habitat and suggested 
that the plover be considered an umbrella species due to its similar habitat preferences as the 
tern.  
Site Fidelity and Habitat Use 
In order to understand habitat selection parameters further, it is important to analyze 
site fidelity. A study conducted by Davis et al. (2016) explained the nesting behavior and habitat 
use of hatch year (HY), second year (SY), and after hatch year (AHY) plovers. HY plovers are 
those which have just hatched that season. SY plovers are those returning after hatching the 
previous season. AHY plovers are those which were adults throughout the study period. 
Banding enabled the researchers to track the HY and SY plovers throughout the study. The 
study was conducted on the Missouri River, below Gavins Point Dam, on Lewis and Clark Lake 
(Davis, et al., 2016). Remote sensing techniques were utilized to analyze habitat range of use 
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and selection parameters of returning plovers. Riverbanks within the study area were defined 
by hand from 2013 imagery. Coverage characteristics relating to bare substrate, vegetation 
coverage and foraging habitat were collected between 2006 and 2013. Allowing for land 
coverage estimates from QuickBird and Landsat imagery, using Definens Developer Software 
(Davis, et al., 2016).  
Three important components to habitat selection and community dynamics are 
mentioned within this study. These components are home range, foraging habitat within home 
range, and site fidelity. First, home range was analyzed by calculating the observed behavior of 
1,034 plovers. They found variations occurred depending on habitat composition. Habitat 
composition being determined by the ratio of bare substrate, vegetation coverage, and foraging 
habitat. While home range use was defined by linear distance of the river the plovers 
frequented. The average home range was 10.0 ± 0.5 km for AHY individuals and 7.7 ± 0.6 km for 
HY plovers. The average proportions of land coverage types; however, were the same between 
AHY and HY. Variations in home range use were observed between years as well (Davis, et al., 
2016).  
 When it came to analyzing HY plovers returning as SY breeders, 101 birds were studied. 
Of the 101 SY plovers studied, 29 chose locations they had previously prospected the year 
before in their previous home range. Nesting density and nest success were higher for the SY 
plovers on sandbars that had previously been prospected the year before, in comparison to 
those randomly selected. However, foraging density was seen to be lower at those sandbars 
compared to randomly selected ones. The study also found that SY plovers had similar habitat 
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use characteristics compared to AHY and HY plovers. Where home range declined as the 
density of foraging habitat increased. One of the primary mediating factors identified for home 
range and home range use within this study was foraging density (Davis, et al., 2016).  
Nearby plovers in Great Plain alkali lakes illustrated smaller areas of use in comparison 
to the individuals at Garrison Dam. Variation in habitat usage in different breeding locations is 
an interesting observation. The study conducted by Wiltermuth et al. (2015) mentioned it 
would be assumed a precocial species whose young have limited energy demands and 
locomotion are more likely to nest near foraging habitat to improve the probability of higher 
rates of chick growth and survival. Therefore, minimizing the distance broods will have to travel 
after hatch must be balanced in an ecological tradeoff by other habitat features that are more 
suitable for nest survival (Wiltermuth, Anteau, Sherfy, & Pearse, 2015). 
Aerial Habitat Surveying 
Throughout the reviewed studies thus far, remote sensing played a key role in assessing 
plover habitat and its use. This is not a new concept to this field. Prior to these recent studies, 
other scientists had also utilized methods of aerial imagery, aerial surveys or videography to 
monitor plover habitat.  In the late 1980’s videography was being utilized for assessing and 
predicting habitat. In a study completed over Platte River, Nebraska, Sidle & Ziewitz (1990) used 
aerial videography to film 333 km of river in two hours. They flew at a ground altitude of 1,370 
meters using a 10.5mm lens, resulting in images with a ground width of 1,150 m. The camera 
was equipped with an optional strobe-effect shutter to reduce the blurring effects of the 
aircraft vibrations. All the recorded video was on VCR, and analysis of the video was done with 
Map and Image Processing System Software (MIPS). This analysis measured three coverage 
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types: unvegetated sandbars, vegetated islands, and water. Using MIPS, they would clip the 
image of their study area from the video and calibrate the scale of the image (Sidel & Ziewitz, 
1990).  
The land coverage classification procedure was interactive, enabling the interpreter to 
assign pixels from the delimited area to groups based upon color. The computer would then 
identify all pixels with that same value as a specified land coverage type. Once the classification 
had been completed, the final area measurements were calculated for analysis. One difficulty 
using this method of classification was locations of shallow water, due to the fact that the 
coloration of the pixel was similar to bare sand. At the time, Sidle & Ziewitz (1990) suggested 
purchasing videography equipment and renting an aircraft to conduct similar studies, arguing it 
was a quick and efficient way to analyze and monitor large quantities of habitat. While this is 
methodology would not be an optimal choice today, as satellite imagery provides data to 
remotely sense large quantities of habitat free of charge, the authors did have a profound focus 
on expressing its efficiency. It may seem like a lot of effort, but their work expresses the 
ongoing difficulties relating to manual field assessments. Albeit completely necessary, field 
assessments alone do not provide favorable efficiency for analyzing habitat on a larger scale. 
 
 Other methods historically used for monitoring plover habitat were aerial imagery and 
aerial surveys. The Haig & Oring (1985) study utilized aerial surveys to identify potential 
wintering habitat over 960 km of shoreline from Tampico to Matamoros (Mexico). From this 
they identified 742 km of shoreline fit for plovers. This of course was done for efficiency, as 
physically surveying the entire area would have been extremely time consuming. It is worth 
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noting that the shoreline monitored in this portion of their study, is nearly one third of that 
found on the Garrison Dam reservoir. Despite this, field surveys are the only method used for 
assessing habitat at the Garrison Dam reservoir. 
NDVI Characteristics 
 In order to support our research efforts with sufficient background, satellite imagery 
studies were also reviewed. First, we will discuss NDVI as it was used in the previous study at 
the Garrison Dam (Anteau, Wiltermuth, Sherfy, & Shaffer, 2014). NDVI is a ratio between red 
and near-infrared (NIR) light that indicates the vigor of vegetation (Zhou, Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 
2009). NDVI has been used since the 1970s, first proposed for studying by Rouse et al. (1973) 
for analyzing vernal advancement and retrogradation of vegetation. In the initial definition, 
NDVI was calculated using spectral reflectance, but only through raw satellite digital numbers 
(DN) -- meaning they were not atmospherically corrected or converted to surface reflectance 
(Rouse, Haas, Shell, & Deering, 1973; Zhou, Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009). Today images undergo 
atmospheric correction and data is converted to surface reflectance prior to calculating NDVI. 
Regardless, NDVI is still calculated using near-infrared and red band surface reflectance (Zhou, 
Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009). It is simply the ratio of near infra-red and red electromagnetic 
radiation being absorbed and reflected. There are a few possible ways to calculate this based 
upon data processing level. The first method to calculate NDVI uses DN values alone, which are 
taken directly from the satellite image and is the method first used. Spectral radiance is another 
option, which are the at-sensor calibrated values. Representing the amount of energy being 
emitted from a given location derived from gain and offset data for that specific satellite 
sensor. Another way to calculate NDVI is to use spectral reflectance, which are derived from 
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spectral radiance, measuring the proportion of radiation hitting a surface to the proportion of 
radiation reflecting off of it (Zhou, Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009; Shuttleworth, 2012; Chang, R; 
Goldsby, K, 2013). These three processing levels for NDVI calculation were described by Zhou et 
al. (2009), to discuss the different level of NDVI processing seen in other studies. The equations 













 Where DN, L and R denote the level of processing. DN is the digital number, L is spectral 
radiance and R is spectral reflectance. The equations remain similar between these calculations. 
However, results from Zhou et al. (2009) showed that NDVI calculations between processing 
levels do vary. In which case, it is important to explain how NDVI is being derived in a given 
study to avoid ambiguity. For example, Anteau et al (2014) clearly explained their processing 
level to the point where the reader is able to understand spectral reflectance was used for 
calculating NDVI for land coverage classification. While Davis et al. (2016) did not provide 
enough information for the reader to determine the exact method used for land coverage 
classification. Regardless, this is a re-occurring problem between other studies as well (Zhou, 
Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009).  
 Utilizing NDVI through spectral reflectance was found to be the most accurate method 
(Zhou, Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009). Values of NDVI range from -1 to 1 but is defined as zero 
when the values of DN, spectral radiance or spectral reflectance of the NIR and red bands are 
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zero (Zhou, Guan, Xie, & Wilson, 2009). To better explain the meaning of these values, we will 
draw focus towards a stream quality study conducted throughout sites in Nebraska, Kansas and 
Missouri between 1994 and 1995 (Griffith, Martinko, Whistler, & Price, 2002). In this study, 
Griffith et al. (2002) graphed their NDVI data by date via mathematical series. In doing so, they 
illustrated that a curve was present. This curve ascended with the onset of greenness of 
vegetation, as the growing season begins, and descended at the end of the growing season as 
vegetation died off. 
 While the use of NDVI allows for global scale analyses without supervised classification, 
it is susceptible to scaling errors when compared to other spatial resolutions. These scaling 
errors are most prevalent when pixels contain water as well as land (Zhang, et al., 2006). This is 
of particular interest for this review, as plover remote sensing habitat studies undoubtably 
contain pixels with both solid ground and water, suggesting spatial resolution may mediate the 
accuracy of studies utilizing NDVI in locations adjacent to water resources. However, Anteau et 
al. (2014) did not identify spatial resolution as mediating factor for accuracy in their remote 
sensing habitat study. Specifically, between a 2.5- and 30-meter resolution. Given that Anteau 
et al. (2014) did not identify a significant difference between 2.5- and 30-meter resolution, the 
Landsat satellite series, which still maintains a 30-meter resolution, should be sufficient.  
 While NDVI was used in the model developed by Anteau et al. (2014), there are a couple 
of other indices which have been developed to enhance land coverage classification. These 
indices are the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) and the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI). 
The EVI is a modification of NDVI which reduces saturation in densely vegetated areas, reduces 
atmospheric influences and decouples canopy background signal (Mancino, Ferrara, Padula, & 
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Nole, 2020; Barichivich, et al., 2013; Huete, Liu, Batchily, & Van Leeuwen, 1997; Xiao, S., Zhang, 
Keller, & B., 2006). SAVI is similar to NDVI, but it better adjusts to the effects of soil on 
vegetation reflectance (Lamb, Weedon, & Rew, 1999; Miura, Huete, & Yoshioka, 2000). 
 Additionally, using spectral bands for land coverage classification is also an option, as 
argued by Zhang et al. (2017). Zhang et al. (2017) compared the classification accuracy of NDVI 
and the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) with that of the spectral bands red, near 
infrared, and short-wave infrared. Their classification method was supervised machine learning, 
where they used Support Vector Machines as their classifier (Zhang, et al., 2017). Their 
classification types were crop, tree, water and road. Additionally, Sentinel-2 satellite imagery 
was used for their study. Zhang et al. (2017) found that spectral band classification with red, 
near infrared, and short-wave infrared bands provided higher accuracy in the identification of 
trees and roads, when compared to NDVI and NDWI. Zhang et al. (2017) also found that using 
all spectral bands available increased classification accuracy further. When using all spectral 
bands for classification, accuracy of all classified coverage types increased, in comparison to the 
spectral indices and red, near infrared and shortwave infrared-based classification. For 
example, when classifying roads, spectral indices achieved an accuracy of 75.3%. This increased 
to 88.2% with the used of red, near infrared and shortwave infrared bands for classification. 
Once they included all spectral bands in their classification algorithm, their accuracy for 
identifying roads increased to 96.5%. The other three items in their classification set -- crop, 
tree, and water -- also achieved higher accuracy when using all spectral bands available. Zhang 
et al. (2017) attributed this increase in accuracy to the fact that more spectral bands provided 
more information to the classification algorithm, enabling it to delineate coverage types more 
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effectively. However, they did not explore the spectral properties of each band and their 
association with the coverage types they were delineating. For our study, roads were of 
particular interest in the research by Zhang et al. (2017), as plover habitat is typically bare 
ground devoid of vegetation. In which case, the use of additional spectral bands was chosen to 
aid in our habitat classification model.  
Landsat 8 
 The Landsat program started in 1972 and has collected imagery data since then 
(Chander, Markham, & Helder, 2009). The most recently launched sensor, Landsat 8, was 
launched into orbit in 2013. Landsat 8 is equipped with the Operational Land Imager (OLI) 
sensor which offers multispectral images at 15 m, 30 m and 100 m. With a 16-day return 
interval on data (Zhang, et al., 2017). Calculating NDVI from Landsat 8 requires band 4 (red) and 
band 5 (near-infrared) for NDVI calculations (Zhang, et al., 2017). Additional specifications for 
the Landsat 8 bands are provided on the following page. 
 In addition to the wide range of bands available from the Landsat 8, it is also one of the 
more predictable satellites, meaning identification of required imagery scenes is very simple. 
Landsat data is all referenced using the World Reference System-2 (WRS-2), making the path 
and row for each image scene easy to locate (Claverie, et al., 2018). Although the basics for 
NDVI and satellite sensors have been covered, converting DNs to spectral reflectance prior to 





Table 1: Landsat 8 Bands 
Table 1 explains the band data collected by the Landsat 8 satellite sensor. The band number is 
the left column, spectral resolution the middle column, and spatial resolution the right column 
(Abdelmalik, 2019). 
Band Number Spectral Resolution (wavelength 
in µm) 
Spatial Resolution (in meters) 
1 0.43-0.45 30 
2 0.45-0.51 30 
3 0.53-0.59 30 
4 0.64-0.67 30 
5 0.85-0.88 30 
6 1.57-1.56 30 
7 2.11-2.29 30 
8 0.50-0.68 15 
9 1.36-1.38 30 
10 10.60-11.19 100 
11 11.50-12.51 100 
 
 Before NDVI can be calculated from satellite imagery, adjustments to band DNs are 
typically required. However, Landsat surface reflectance data has been released on demand 
since 2010. This is made possible through the utilization of the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance 
Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS) (Claverie M. , Vermote, Franch, & Masek, 2015), allowing 
for users to obtain surface reflectance data, as well as spectral indices, without personally 
correcting for atmospheric effects. These products have already undergone radiometric 
correction, systematic geometric correction, precision correction using ground control chips, 
and the use of digital elevation model to correct parallax error due to local topographic relief 
(Claverie M. , Vermote, Franch, & Masek, 2015). It also worth noting that at the time of the 
USGS study, pre-processed imagery was not yet available. It did not become available until 
2012 (Claverie M. , Vermote, Franch, & Masek, 2015). In which case, during the time of the 




Automated Cloud Detection 
 Preprocessed Landsat imagery also comes with a pixel quality assessment band. This 
band was derived from the Function of Mask (FMask) algorithm, which uses spectral tests and 
decision trees to identify potential disturbances, such as clouds (Foga, et al., 2017). The FMask 
algorithm uses the size of clouds, potential height and sun angle to identify cloud shadows 
(Jeppesen J. , Jacobsen, Inceoglu, & Toftegaard, 2019). This allows for identification of clouds 
and their shadows remotely, without human intervention. Utilization of FMask for these 
calculations was done through the C programming language, under such circumstances it is 
referred to as CFMask as opposed to FMask. The CFMask was able to reach 90.97% accuracy in 
one particular study (Foga, et al., 2017). While other leading algorithms such as LEDPAS cloud 
algorithm and Automated Cloud Cover Assessment achieved 85.7% and 79.9% accuracy (Foga, 
et al., 2017). While these cloud detection algorithms do result in some level of error, it is 
important to note that manual cloud detection is susceptible to error as well. One study 
identified that a 7% error occurred in manual cloud detection within their study (Scaramuzza, 
Bouchard, & Dwyer, 2012). This is exacerbated by the fact that clouds are often transparent and 
identification of clouds by the human eye will vary from person to person (Jeppesen J. , 
Jacobsen, Inceoglu, & Toftegaard, 2019). One of the clear benefits here, is that the utilization of 
cloud detection algorithms will support a higher level of consistency between analyses, as well 
as support the effort to automate analyses without significantly compromising accuracy. 
Landsat 8 was of particular interest for this study, as the larger selection of spectral bands allow 
for more accurate cloud detection. 
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 Anteau et al. (2014) used surface reflectance to calculate NDVI in their study. This was 
then referenced to satellite imagery and vegetation coverage data in order to conduct a land 
classification analysis for plover habitat, as well as train their vegetation rate algorithm. This 
was all conducted manually and required skills in remote sensing to conduct the analysis. 
During the time of the Anteau et al. (2014) study, preprocessed imagery (with surface 
reflectance already calculated) and interference data derived from cloud detection algorithms 
were not available. In which case, automation of their analysis was not necessarily possible. All 
surface reflectance data would have had to been manually calculated, clouds and 
interreference manually identified and removed, and the predictive model trained by the 
individual conducting the analysis. The information previously discussed regarding Landsat 8, 
and the development of interference detection algorithms, enables automation of early steps 
required within the Anteau et al. (2014) habitat model. The exception to automation here, 
would be the model training.  
 The definition of what constitutes habitat in the Anteau et al. (2014) study, the 
preferred slope and vegetation coverage, was determined in the field and provided to the 
model by the user. Which means the user must define habitat and train the model based upon 
their findings. However, the previous study by Sidel & Ziewitz (1990) illustrated that plover 
habitat could be predicted based upon a pixel-based classification system remotely. This 
removes the need to utilize ground vegetation survey data for habitat classification. While the 
methodology by Sidel & Ziewitz also required manual data manipulation to train the data, the 
data training of this methodology can be automated. In fact, this is something we did in this 
study. This removed the need for vegetation coverage data to be collected in the field, as well 
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as the need for manual habitat classification within the model. Habitat in our model is defined 
by the program itself, using a pixel-based classification method directed by historical nest GPS 
data. Given that data preparation as found in the Anteau et al. (2014) study can now be 
automated and the model training methodology as shown by Sidel & Ziewitz can be done 
unsupervised, we found it was possible to automate a habitat prediction model entirely. 
 Roche et al. (2014) mentioned that the USACE needed to spend more time surveying 
habitable areas to identify all species present on site. This means less time will be directed 
towards habitat exploration. Additionally, with limited monitoring staff, individuals do not have 
the time available to manually conduct a large-scale habitat analysis. In which case, automation 
is needed to enable the use of a habitat model at Lake Sakakawea. Anteau et al (2014) also 
mentioned that large-scale habitat analysis tools would be beneficial under changing climatic 
conditions, as a change in climate conditions could affect habitat at the reservoir. However, the 
mechanisms behind climate change, and potential reservoir conditions, were not the focus of 
the Anteau et al. (2014) study. In order to fill this knowledge gap, we decided to analyze 
precipitation trends at Lake Sakakawea. We analyzed both the overall precipitation trends and 
seasonal precipitation to understand how it affected Lake Sakakawea inflow and reservoir 
water level. Due to constraints on time, only climate and the impacts of seasonal precipitation 
on reservoir water levels were assessed. We were unable to conduct a habitat census and fully 
determine how habitat varied between all years. Despite this, we were able to provide more 
insight as to how high-water events had historically developed, and how precipitation in the 
region has changed. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Model Development 
As previously mentioned, using data from the Landsat 8 sensor, coupled with CFMask 
derived interference data, enables automation of a habitat analysis tool. Additionally, 
automation simplifies the external mechanics of the process to reduce the complication of its 
initiation. This makes it easier for individuals without a background in remote sensing to utilize 
the model. The chosen programming platform for our model was Python 2.7. This is a stable 
version of python with sufficient resources for remote sensing analyses. The first step of our 
methodology was to develop an automated satellite imagery data download and preparation 
module. This allowed for automated filtering and downloading of satellite imagery for 
conducting habitat analysis and prediction. In this module, cloud coverage and interference of 
each satellite image is assessed. There is a 10% threshold for this, if more than 10% of the 
image is found to include interference, it is rejected for use. If a specific date is found to have 
low interreference, the associated imagery data for that date is downloaded for model training 
or prediction. 
Imagery Data 
Of the remote sensing studies on plover habitat reviewed, Anteau et al. (2014) was the 
only one reviewed which explicitly describe their classification techniques. Given that they 
utilized NDVI for their habitat classification, we chose this as our spectral index for base habitat 
prediction. However, Griffith et al. (2002) discussed in their study that vegetation and its 
relationship to NDVI changes throughout the growing season. In which case, we also added the 
spectral indices EVI and SAVI to test how well they performed in comparison. Zhang et al. 
(2017) also found increases in classification accuracy when using all spectral bands available. 
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Therefore, we decided to utilize spectral bands 1-7 from Landsat 8 in addition to the spectral 
indices. Spectral indices and spectral bands were downloaded for all dates which pass the 
interference check. Afterwards, a collection of scripts were developed for data extraction and 
training. 
Model Training 
Sidel & Ziewitz (1990) utilized a pixel-based habitat classification system in their study. 
We utilized a similar method for automating the data extraction and model training section. 
Nest GPS data is used to extract the spectral properties of each spectral band and index 
associated with each nest. From this data, the model trains its prediction parameters based 
upon what spectral properties it associates with nests. Given that Maslo et al. (2016) identified 
an 86% habitat overlap between plover and tern habitat, data from both species was used to 
increase the number of available data points as these species share habitat preferences. The 
prediction parameters are expressed as a range of habitable pixel values, determined using the 
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). Exact habitable pixel range values are defined as the 
10th and 90th percentile of the CDF for each training set.  
Using satellite imagery and nesting data for the years 2014 to 2020, the model was 
trained 127 times. Each individual training set was of varying length, using every individual year 
and possible combination of years as individual sets. Of the 127 training sets, 126 of those 
training sets were below the length of seven. In which case, the 126 training sets were able to 
be tested using leave-one-out cross validation. This allowed the program to conduct its 
accuracy assessment 426 times in total. Accuracy was assessed using nest pixel data from the 
data extraction module. Years which were not used in during data training were tested against 
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nest pixel data to determine how well the model was estimating habitable pixel ranges. In 
addition to this, data distributions and standard deviation of habitable pixel range values were 
also assessed. This was to determine if the model was improving with time. 
Seasonal Variability 
After the development of the habitat model, we assessed how well the model was able 
to sense variability in area of habitat between years. Our particular focus was to analyze the 
highest and lowest water events that occurred between 2014 and 2020, as these were the 
years we had data coverage for. Due to time constraints, we were only able to assess segment 
11 of Lake Sakakawea, which is the eastern most part of the lake. Total area of habitat 
predictions, between all spectral indices and bands, were compared to check if the model 
predicted more habitat during the low-water event (2016) compared to the high-water event 
(2018) as expected. Testing the habitat model in this manner allowed us to better understand 
how this model could be used under varying climatic scenarios, as the model’s sensitivity to 
varying reservoir elevations was shown. 
Climate Change and Reservoir Conditions 
 To better understand how reservoir conditions had changed over time, and how this 
may lead to future changes in reservoir water elevations, we analyzed precipitation trends in 
applicable areas next. Regions that were defined for precipitation analysis were chosen using 
the Hydrological Unit Code (HUC) system. This allowed us to parse the analysis area, east of the 
reservoir, by HUC 6 watersheds. Afterwards, we collected weather station data for the 
watersheds of interest. Climate data for individual weather stations, between 1965 and 2019, 
was collected from the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN).  
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 Weather stations were analyzed to identify significant changes in seasonal precipitation, 
as well as extreme seasonal precipitation events during high-water years. Precipitation trends 
were assessed using a 5-year moving average for each season. A linear regression was then 
used to determine their significance and the direction of the trend. We used p-values to express 
significance of precipitation trends, values equal to or less than 0.05 were considered 
significant. Seasonal precipitation extremes were defined for each weather station, as seasonal 
totals greater than or equal to the 90th percentile of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 
of all precipitation totals for that season. Thus, the 90th percentile was unique to each season 
and varied between weather stations. 
 After the HUC 6 regions and weather station data had been processed, reservoir inflow 
and water elevation data were analyzed. Through our analysis, we identified the top five high-
water events using inflow and water elevation data specific to the Garrison Dam. Afterwards, 
seasonal precipitation extremes were analyzed for each high-water event. This was done to 
identify which HUC regions experienced above average precipitation leading up to each high-
water event at the reservoir. Afterwards, the precipitation trend analysis from 1965-2019 was 
referenced with HUC 6 regions to identify similarities between above average precipitation 
during high-water events and overall precipitation trends. This allowed us to better understand 




Chapter IV: Results 
Habitat Model Introduction 
 The first step of our methodology was to develop a habitat model using the 
programming language python. This resulted in the development of a set of individual scripts to 
carry out separate processes involved in remotely sensing plover habitat and its prediction. 
Since this model is currently focused on using satellite imagery from Landsat 8, the earliest this 
model has been tested is 2014. The method used to define habitat is similar to the manual pixel 
classification procedure used by Sidle & Ziewitz (1990), which allowed them to define suitable 
plover habitat remotely using pixel values. Likewise, our model uses satellite imagery pixel 
values referenced to historical nesting locations. These values are extracted by the python 
script and later used by the program to teach it which spectral properties define selected 
nesting habitat. Given that two of the top five high-water events at the Garrison Dam occurred 
within the study period for this model, there were few nesting points to train such a model on 
the reservoir alone. In order to acclimate to this, two modifications were made for training the 
model. First, the model was expanded to include all river and reservoir sections the USACE 
monitors in both North and South Dakota, as well as along Nebraska, resulting in over 12,000 
nesting GPS points (2014-2020 nesting data) and 43 analysis segments to reference satellite 
pixel data to. Second, the model does not discriminate between nesting species. Initially, only 
plover nests were analyzed and referenced to satellite imagery. The model does include tern 
nesting data as well to help provide data for predictions. This should be an acceptable 
modification given the similar habitat requirements between the species Maslo, et al., 2016) 
and to also enable prediction of tern habitat as well. Expanding this analysis to include North 
and South Dakota, and Nebraska was important for data training purposes. While the model 
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can predict habitat throughout all areas used in training, the main purpose was to test its 
capabilities at the Garrison Dam reservoir. The segment limitations are shown above in Figure 
3. They span from western North Dakota to southeastern South Dakota bordering Nebraska. 
The basic program structure is shown on the following page. There are currently 15 
scripts involved in data download, extraction, preparation/organization, formatting, quality 
assessment, training and accuracy assessment, and are composed of approximately 6,800 lines 
of annotated code. After the program is trained, there are three additional scripts which 
produce the graphical outputs and predict habitat locations. These scripts are composed of 
approximately 2,400 and 2,900 lines of annotated code, depending on which habitat prediction 
version is being used (Code source: https://github.com/KaneHammond/Habitat-Processing). 
Figure 3: Segment Limitations in North and South Dakota 
The figure above illustrates all 43 segments the habitat 
model uses for predictions and data training. 
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The shorter version is made to tie into a separate prediction processing script, which defines 
imagery disturbances more thoroughly. This will eventually be the primary script but needs 
further modification. The cross-season analysis script was not completed in time. Analyses 
between seasons currently require manual data manipulation. 
Satellite Imagery Requests 
The first step of this model is to define the parameters for the initial satellite imagery 
download. This starts by selecting which segments will define the area of data extraction, which 
will reflect where imagery is downloaded. Segments shown in Figure 3 are capable of being 
filtered, enabling both partial and complete data download. For this thesis, all segments were 
selected for training. Once the segments are selected, they are passed through a geospatial 
analysis script to determine their association with Landsat 8 swath patterns. Identifying the 
satellite imagery path and row in which those areas reside. This data is then written into a text 
document, storing the information for the next script. 
Figure 4: Model Flow Chart 
The flow chart above illustrates seven steps involved in the habitat 
model. These steps are simplified for the purpose of illustrating the 
order of operations. 
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 Once that has been completed, the desired date range for the imagery download is 
defined. The required date inputs are years of interest, specific date ranges within those years 
for the data download are embedded into the program. For example, if the year 2014 is a 
defined year of interest, the program searches for images taken by Landsat 8 between mid-
April and August for that year, as this date range coincides with the plover and tern breeding 
season. Given that the Landsat sensor satellite line has utilized the same swath pattern 
between all its sensors, transitioning between satellites is simple. The analysis can easily be 
switched back further to conduct habitat predictions using older satellite sensors with older 
nesting data. Landsat 8 was of particular interest due to the advancements in spectral sensor 
bands which allow for more accurate cloud detection. Most importantly, the program can be 
modified at this point to include new Landsat sensors. All that is required to switch sensors is to 
update the sensor code preference, for Landsat 8 this was LC08. There are no restrictive 
properties regarding spectral band or index type in the data processing section. This means that 
as satellites advance further, containing more spectral bands, code modifications are not 
required to accommodate them for utilization in this model. Additionally, file names and 
outputs will automatically form to what data has been requested during data download. 
 Following the definition of the training area and appropriate date ranges, the first 
imagery requests to the USGS maintained server are sent off, this is for the pixel quality band. 
This band contains information regarding interference, which is derived from the FMask 
algorithm. Which attempts to delineate terrain, radiometric saturation, clouds, cloud shadows 
and snow and ice. This data is stored as an integer which must be converted to 16-bit binary for 
complete interpretation. After the initial interference data is requested, the request will be 
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processed by the USGS server. Once complete, an email will be sent to inform the user that the 
request has been processed. A python script can then be initiated which will download the 
interference data. Afterwards it is unpacked by the program and each of the 43 segments is 
analyzed for disturbance on every date a satellite image was available for them. Given the 
training location’s large area, this initial disturbance assessment is done to reduce the total 
number of imagery files downloaded later. As only certain images will be determined suitable 
to conduct either habitat analysis or habitat prediction. The chosen interference threshold for 
passing an image through is 10 percent on any given analysis segment. Overall image 
interference is not taken into consideration as the program is only interested in certain areas of 
each satellite image. This threshold was chosen as it appeared to allow enough room for error 
in the pixel quality band as well as prevent training the model or conducting habitat prediction 
near large areas of interference. In the most recent analysis, the years 2014 to 2020 were 
conducted. The initial number of image packages identified for this assessment was above 400. 
After downloading the pixel quality band and conducting the interference assessment, that 
number was reduced to 225 acceptable image packages. Within this section of the program, the 
acceptable 225 image files are related to segments by path and row using the previously stored 
segment data. This provides an additional output which expresses the specific date predictions 
or data extraction can be conducted at those particular segments.  
 After the interference assessment has been completed (example segment shown in 
Figure 5) and the most suitable imagery dates have been defined, the final imagery request will 
take place. For the purpose of this project, NDVI was not the only index to be analyzed. To test 
the model’s capacity to add on other indices and bands, as well as account for NDVI 
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inaccuracies in late season, nine other options were added into the final download request. 
These included: Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) and 
spectral bands one through seven from Landsat 8. The resulting 225 image packages amounted 
to 140 gigabytes in this analysis. This data size is nearly doubled when unpacked, underlining 
the importance to first filter for interference prior to downloading all the data. With the 
modification to accommodate additional spectral bands and indices, data storage and 
organization was structured to enable decompression and compression of files. This allows the 
program to utilize all the compressed data without compromising disk space. As fully unpacking 
all the data at once may not be possible with a partially filled hard drive. However, this 
structure is less efficient and data extraction and habitat prediction takes longer. Increases in 
processing time are due to the need to decompress, read, compress and then delete the 
previously decompressed files. 
Nesting Data Preparation 
 After all the imagery data from the final request has been downloaded, the nesting data 
needs to be procured. Since data is stored on the Tern and Plover Data Management System 
(TPDMS) which does not have an Application Programming Interface (API), data download is 
not automated. Data required from the TPDMS are csv files containing nest record information. 
This includes data pertaining to, but not limited to; geographic coordinates, incubation 
estimates, site notes, number of eggs and initial discovery dates. Once this data is downloaded, 
it is placed into a folder designated for data storage. This is the NEST_CSV folder. With the data 
in the correct location for the program to identify it, a script will search for this data and 
convert it to a shapefile.
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Figure 5: Pixel Quality (pixel_qa) Values Segment 11 
The figure above illustrates the interference outputs from the model. The map is 
provided at the top, the percentage of coverage types on the right, and the specific 
interference interpretations on the bottom left. The interference data is difficult to 
read when placed into word, it requires the user to zoom in on the table to fully read.  
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 The next process that must be invoked is the Nest Satellite Record (NSR) module. This 
will first relate every single nest record that was given to the program to the appropriate 
training area segment. Once this relation is made, the path and row data for those segments 
are utilized to identify available satellite images for that area. These satellite images are then 
referenced to individual nest dates. The first date association attempt includes backtracking the 
predicted incubation date. This is to provide a date which most closely represents the time at 
which the shorebird assessed the area and deemed it habitable. If this fails due to missing 
incubation data, the default is to utilize the date of discovery. There is a two-week window for 
which satellite images can be related to a nest. If there is not a satellite image available within 
that range of the nest date, then the nest is rejected from the training dataset. The resulting 
output from the segment and nest relation will be the Nest Image Information (NII) record 
which will only contain the nests which were able to identify an associated satellite image. For 
this training set, it starts with 12,077 nests in the NSR and ends with 12,007 nests in the NII, 
where 70 nests were unable to find an associated satellite image. 
 I previously mentioned that incubation dates are not always present. I am uncertain of 
the exact reason why some of these incubation dates are absent within the TPDMS. However, it 
appears to relate to how the TPDMS is programmed for daily reports. The nest records missing 
incubation data are those which had failed prior to hatch. Failures such as inundation, 
predation, unknown causes etc. Given that the estimated incubations are used to predict the 
number of chicks and specific age groups present on site for daily reports, keeping this data 
may lead to incorrect daily report outputs based on the TPDMS program structure. It appears 
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that the TPDMS is programmed to remove incubation data of failed nests, as opposed to ignore 
it, for the purpose generating daily reports.  
 Once the NSR module has completed the NII output, nearby interference is checked. 
Given that the training area for this model was expanded to include the Missouri River between 
North Dakota, South Dakota and Nebraska, nest records are not pulled and referenced 
individually. As I had previously mentioned, given such a large study area and the required 
modifications to incorporate compressed file structures, pulling in data and extracting 
information from imagery files is extremely time consuming. Albeit it was seemingly the best 
option to enable expansion of the model’s training and prediction capabilities. It takes 
approximately one to two minutes to accommodate the decompression of an image package 
alone. This is not including time for data extraction from those files, their compression or 
deletion after use. Given that there were 12,007 nests passed in the NII, analyzing these nests 
individually would require this process to decompress image packages 12,007 times. Meaning 
that the time to decompress data alone would take between 8 and 16 days, depending on the 
computer’s processor. To work around this and accommodate this model for slower operating 
systems and laptops, this section had to be modified to cut this time down to less than a day. In 
order to do this, nest records from the NII are filtered. This filtering does not result in a physical 
output for later use, it is an on-the-fly filter stored temporarily as the script runs. This filter will 
bin the nesting data by associated images. Thus, as opposed to having 30 nests referenced 
individually to a specific satellite image, they are binned together. These binned nest items are 
then converted to a single entity; a list of tuple items that the computer recognizes as 
georeferenced points. Then the associated image file package is decompressed, and 
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interference data is extracted via a logic loop for the tuple items. Given the tremendous file 
sizes and space requirements for analyzing this larger dataset, mapping outputs at this point 
are all muted. They are not necessary for the program to assess interference characteristics 
near nesting points. Thus, the program will not yet clip any imagery files to segment extents for 
data extraction or analysis. Figure 6 illustrates the concept of the point interference check for 
passing a nest. As opposed to integers, which are the native form of the data in the program, I 
supplemented them with letters denoting their associated coverage characteristics, where i is a 
pixel with interference, L is clear land and W is water. 
 
 
The stars represent a nesting point that is pulled from the NII and referenced to the 
array data. The circles are examples of the buffer iteration which takes place to determine nest 
associations with coverage characteristics. In the yellow circle, the nest is situated in a pixel 
associated with clear land; however, the buffer identifies that there is nearby interference. 
Therefore, this nest will be rejected from use. In the blue circle, the nest is once again in pixel 
identified as land. However, water is identified by the buffer prior to interference. In this case 
the nest will pass for data extraction. While the nest would eventually be associated with 
interference if the buffer were to continue, the loop ends as soon as a water resource is 
detected. Additionally, the loop is ended, and the nest rejected if the nest is not first deemed to 
L L L L L L 
i L L L W W 
i L L L W W 
L L L L W W 
W W W W W W 
Pixel Interference Check 
Figure 6: Pixel Interference Check 
This is a visual representation of how spacing 
buffers around nests identify pixel coverage types. 
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persist on land. The inference check also provides an output regarding nest distance to 
shoreline in 15-meter intervals. While this data is extracted and trained for use as a limiting 
factor, it is no longer utilized for determining study area boundaries. The approximation of the 
1855 MSL elevation is used on the reservoir as a distance limiting factor, while the river 
segment boundaries were formed by tracing riverbanks. 
 While the nest distance file is no longer utilized as a mediating variable, it is still used as 
the default file for expressing which nests have passed the interference check. The information 
provided explains which nests pass the interference check. This is due to the fact that if 
distance to water was able to be determined, the nest had passed the assessment. Once the 
suitable nests have been identified through the interference analysis, data extraction from 
satellite imagery bands and indices takes place at nesting points. At this point, of the initial 
12,077 nests 4,911 are designated to be utilized for data extraction.  
Point Based Data Extraction 
 The structure of the data extraction section is like that of the nest interference check. 
Where the individual nest points are grouped by associated satellite imagery files and 
combined as a single item for iteration. It is at this point in the program where the 
indiscriminate data extraction code is located. After the nests are grouped together and an 
image package for that date and location is identified, all spectral indices and bands are 
unpacked into a single folder. The program will then list the directory of that folder to 
determine what type of bands or indices are present. Type of spectral band or index will be 
given at the end of an imagery file name. These spectral types and indices are then stored in a 
temporary list for iteration. Afterwards, data point extraction is first looped via imagery type, 
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followed by the parsed nesting data and pixel data extraction, meaning the point data 
extraction simply continues until there are no longer any defined spectral types within the 
temporary list. This allows for iteration between differing spectral bands and indices without 
explicitly defining them, making it possible to add more bands or indices later, as satellite 
sensors improve. 
 There is one error in this section in regard to data extraction. While there were a total of 
4,911 nests which passed the segment interference check, not all of them will have an 
associated imagery package after the full data download despite the fact that there was a pixel 
quality band for that date and location during the interference assessments. Just because a 
pixel quality band is present for a given date, does not mean that an image package with all of 
the requested bands and indices will be present during the full data download. For example, 
since each date is requested as a package, the absence of one item results in the entire request 
failing. Therefore, if NDVI was not available for a given date for any particular reason, none of 
the other imagery data for that date will be able to download, resulting in processing errors for 
604 of the 4,911 passed nests. These errors do not impede the running of the program, they are 
simply ignored, allowing 4,307 nests to be utilized for data extraction, as the appropriate image 
packages for those nests were able to be downloaded and referenced.   
Data Training 
 All of the data pulled for the 4,307 nests is stored in individual csv files for each spectral 
band or index. Afterwards, this data is pulled into the training module. In this module, each 
individual dataset for bands and indices is statistically analyzed to first determine their 
distribution. To achieve this, several bin parsing tools are utilized from the numpy library in 
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python. Parsing the pixel values into individual bins for a histogram plot. Each of these results is 
then reviewed by the program to select the method which most evenly parses the data. The 
method which results in the least quantity of empty bins, or bins consisting of less than five 
percent of the entire dataset, is chosen as the optimal parsing method for the histogram, as it is 
assumed that this is the best representation of the dataset’s distribution. Afterwards, 95 
different distributions are tested against the histogram which was deemed most evenly parsed. 
Once the best fitting distribution is defined via the lowest PDF error, the CDF is calculated for 
that specific distribution. The CDF values occurring at the 10th and 90th percentile of each band 
or index are then recorded. The values given at the 10th and 90th percentile is then used to 
express the numerical limitations of what is defined as the norm. All values equal to those 
percentile limitations, and anything in-between, are designated as a habitat pixel range for that 
specific spectral band or index. The only output currently active in this section is the CDF limit 
output. Showing the distribution for each set of data that is analyzed. This output also includes 
the habitable pixel limitation range and the location of the 10th and 90th percentile on the 
distribution. Figure 7 on the following page illustrates this. The text placed at the top of the 
figure describes what data is being presented, in this figure it is the nest NDVI data. The 
identified data distribution is also shown. For the dataset containing nests for years 2014, 2018, 
2019 and 2020, Johnson SU was the defined data distribution. For these years in the training 
dataset, the maximum of the NDVI limit was defined as 0.1542 while the minimum is 0.0885. In 




The data training module is designed to train the data for both habitat prediction and 
self-assessment. The self-assessment is to see if the model can become more accurate and 
precise over time. Therefore, the model will train itself multiple times with different 
combinations of years and varying combination lengths. Given that there were 10 spectral 
indices and bands, the data training module was utilized 10 times. For each of those inputs, the 
model was trained 127 times from the seven years of data. Of the 127 training sets for each 
spectral input, 126 of those data training sets were either single years or combinations of years 
consisting of two to six sampling years. This allows for 126 of those training sets to be back 
tested. For example, the years used in the training set for Figure 33 could be tested for accuracy 
against 2015, 2016 and 2017, as those years were not included in that specific calculation of the 
Figure 7: Nest NDVI CDF: johnsonsu Cumulative Distribution of Nest NDVI: Year(s) 
[2014, 2018, 2019, 2020] 
This is a CDF distribution of a four-year training set for NDVI. Habitable pixel range 
of the distribution is shown on the bottom right of the figure. 
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habitable pixel range. At this point in the program, all nests that passed the interference check 
have associated pixel data and habitable pixel ranges. The nest data is tested against the 
habitable pixel ranges defined by the training sets to assess percent coverage. This is a 
quantitative approach as opposed to geospatial. Where the geospatial approach would require 
plotting polygons and searching within those polygons for nest points. The quantitative 
approach is much more rapid and returns the same results. Figure 8 on the following page 
shows all of the accuracy assessments from the 126 training sets from NDVI training. The 
accuracy is plotted against the length of the sample. The sample length is how many years were 
within the training set. For example, the training set which only contained data for 2018 would 
be plotted as one, while the training set for 2014 and 2017 would be plotted as two and so on. 
The accuracy percentages are given in decimal form on the x-axis. An example of an individual 
accuracy assessment is as follows: an accuracy of 60 percent means that 60 percent of the nests 
in a given test year, resided in satellite pixels that fell within one of the 126 habitable pixel 
ranges. Therefore, the accuracy assessment is only able to utilize a selection of the 4,307 nests 
from the data extraction. Figure 8 on the following page consists of 426 accuracy assessments, 
as the 126 training sets were able to be tested 426 times against test years. Therefore, each 
band or index accuracy is assessed 426 times with the seven years of data. As you can see in 
this figure, the base accuracy of the NDVI habitable pixel range increases as the number of 
years in the training set increases, illustrating that as more data is added, the model becomes 
more accurate. Additionally, the precision of the range of accuracy also increases. Data included 
in these accuracy assessments are for the entire study area and dataset. Accuracy at Lake 




Figure 9: Coverage vs Sample Length (EVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracies of the EVI habitable 
pixel ranges for varying sample lengths. 
 
Figure 8: Coverage vs Sample Length (NDVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracies of the NDVI habitable 
pixel ranges for varying sample lengths. 
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Differing from the NDVI accuracy assessment, highest base accuracy achieved by the EVI 
is 75.19% with six years of data. In fact, base accuracy achieved after two years with the EVI 
dataset is not matched by NDVI, even after six years of data is provided to the NDVI training 
dataset. Achieved base accuracy here is comparable to that of Anteau et al. (2014) model, 
where they achieved 76 % accuracy during their study.  
 The accuracy and training set relationship illustrated by the Soil Adjusted Vegetation 
Index (SAVI) is similar to that of the EVI. Where the base accuracy achieved after six years is 
69.82%. While two years of data in the SAVI dataset resulted in a comparable base accuracy to 
the six-year NDVI dataset. However, unlike EVI the increasing base accuracy trend of SAVI is 
more similar to NDVI. As it appears more gradual as years are added. Regardless, both EVI and 
Figure 810: Coverage vs Sample Length (SAVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracies of the SAVI habitable pixel 




SAVI seem to be more accurate in this model. Particularly when less data is used to train the 
model, as illustrated by the single year training sets at the bottom of each figure. 
The figure on the following page shows that the base accuracy of band one was able to 
exceed 65 percent with five years of training data. However, unlike the base accuracies 
between sampling sizes one to five, the change between accuracies of five to six training years 
did not illustrate a large shift in base accuracy. Prior to the five to six transition, the increases in 
base accuracy seemed relatively regular. The same sort of trend was seen in band two as well. 
Where the final two sample lengths experience a negligible difference in base accuracy. Band 
three expressed a gradual increase in its base accuracy as more years were added to training 
sets, but there was a sharp division between accuracy percentage groups once training sets 
reached three years in length. Starting around the upper 80th percentile and gradually 
spreading. Leaving a large prediction gap between the upper 70th and 90th percentile with the 
six-year datasets. While there is an apparent split between the higher and medium percentage 
levels in the previous bands, they are not as clean cut at the three-year sample sizes. Bands 
four, five and seven illustrate similar a trend, in regards to data splitting and the formation of 
separate accuracy groups. Occurring around the three- and four-year sample size mark. Band 
six did not show a strong split, similar to what was seen for band two. Where there was some 





Figure 912: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 2) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 2 habitable pixel 
ranges for varying sample lengths. 
 
Figure 1011: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 1) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 1 habitable pixel 





Figure 1114: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 4) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 4 habitable pixel 
ranges for varying sample lengths. 
 
Figure 1213: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 3) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 3 habitable pixel 





Figure 1316: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 6) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 6 habitable pixel 
ranges for varying sample lengths. 
 
Figure 1415: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 5) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 5 habitable pixel 





 The next part of this accuracy assessment is the final record output. Where the final 
seven records with six years of training data were written to a csv file for further review. This 
data is written to provide additional insight pertaining to the differences between prediction 
methods (band and index type) and years associated with higher or lower levels of accuracy. 
For the spectral indices NDVI, SAVI and EVI, the year which stands out the most is 2015. This 
test year has the largest difference between index type and accuracies achieved. The NDVI 
prediction dropped below 60 percent, which is the lowest accuracy achieved by the NDVI 
between the years 2014 and 2020. The spectral indices SAVI and EVI during 2015 remained 
above 70 percent accuracy. In all other test years between 2014 and 2020, the spectral indices 
performed similarly. Typically remaining within 10 percent of one another. In regard to 
Figure 1517: Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 7) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 7 habitable pixel 




sampling size, the number of nests which were tested in 2015 was 396, while the year 2018 
consisted of 391 nests to test against. This is of interest as the sample size is nearly identical to 
2018, yet in 2018 all spectral indices performed similar to one another. There is an anomaly 
which stands out when analyzing the maximum and minimum habitable pixel range values 
during 2015. When looking at the minimum habitable pixel value for NDVI, it was the highest of 
all the test year prediction ranges. Suggesting that the training year of 2015 was a sensitive year 
for the remainder of the training sets minimum pixel range value. Once it was removed from 
the training set for testing against 2015, the minimum habitable pixel range increased. EVI and 
SAVI did not show this relationship with 2015. Additionally, low levels of accuracy for EVI and 
SAVI were not associated with the highest or lowest values in their maximum or minimum pixel 
ranges. However, both SAVI and EVI experience their lowest level of accuracy during the same 
year, 2018. 
Table 2: Habitable Pixel Ranges for Spectral Indices During Test Years 
The habitable pixel ranges below represent six-year training sets which exclude the test year in 
the left column. The habitable pixel ranges from left to right are NDVI, EVI and SAVI. In relation 
to the previous figure, NDVI experienced a drop in accuracy on its 2015 accuracy assessment. 
One noticeable characteristic about that year was the minimum NDVI range value was the 
highest between all test years. The ranges associated with lowest accuracy achieved are 
highlighted red, those associated with highest accuracy achieved are green. 
Test Year NDVI Range EVI Range SAVI Range 
2014 0.0847-0.1566 0.0491-0.1016 0.0521-0.102 
2015 0.0874-0.1545 0.0498-0.1053 0.0547-0.1024 
2016 0.0847-0.1513 0.0491-0.1055 0.0515-0.1052 
2017 0.0858-0.1592 0.0517-0.1065 0.0536-0.103 
2018 0.0858-0.1528 0.0493-0.1037 0.0538-0.102 
2019 0.0854-0.1534 0.0483-0.1032 0.0529-0.1015 




 The minimum NDVI value increased with the removal of 2015 from the training dataset, 
which possibly led to the drop in accuracy during the 2015 habitable pixel range prediction. The 
EVI value range in 2015 was relatively similar to that of 2016 and did not drop in accuracy to the 
same degree as NDVI. While the minimum SAVI value for 2015 increased similarly as the 
minimum NDVI did, reaching its highest minimum of all its associated ranges. However, the 
accuracy of SAVI during 2015 remained nearly 20 percent higher than NDVI, despite the flux in 
minimum range value. From the seven possible training years, it does appear that six-year NDVI 
training sets were more sensitive to the removal of 2015 from the training set than the other 
indices. While EVI and SAVI showed lower accuracies during 2018, their range limits were 
neither the highest nor the lowest of all range values during the study period. In which case, the 




























Figure 1618: Spectral Indices Annual Accuracy 
Accuracy for the final seven spectral accuracy records from the accuracy 




 The six-year training sets for spectral bands one through seven were assessed next. The 
variations in accuracy between bands remained relatively stable. Specifically, within individual 
test years, as there were variations in accuracy between individual test years. The level of 
accuracy for the spectral bands was typically lower in comparison to the spectral indices. With 
the exception of 2015, where the highest levels of accuracy were achieved. For the spectral 
indices EVI and SAVI, the lowest achieved accuracy across all years occurred in 2018. Similarly, 
spectral bands one, three, four and five also experienced their lowest level of prediction 
accuracy during 2018. In 2015, NDVI experienced its lowest accuracy. While the spectral bands 





























Figure 1719: Spectral Bands 1-4 Annual Accuracy 
Accuracy for the final seven spectral band records from the accuracy 





 To better understand what occurred during the predictions for the years between 2014 
and 2020, tables 3 and 4 illustrate the habitable pixel ranges for both plovers and terns. The 
year 2015 achieved the highest accuracy for all spectral bands, yet the majority of pixel range 
values are not necessarily unique in regard to range extent. Only band one experienced a shift 
in its maximum pixel range during that year, illustrating that there was not a unique range flux 
leading up to the higher accuracy. However, the lower levels of accuracy for bands one, three 
and four are associated with an increased minimum range value, similar to what had occurred 
with NDVI in 2015. Band two was slightly different, where the lowest accuracy achieved was 
associated with a drop in both the maximum and minimum range values. This was observed 
against the test year 2020. It appears that the removal of 2020 from the training set caused a 































Table 3: Habitable Pixel Ranges for Bands 1-4 During Test Years 
During 2015, the year in which the highest accuracy was achieved, the pixel ranges share similar 
values with other years. The ranges associated with lowest accuracy achieved are highlighted 
red, those associated with highest accuracy achieved are green. 
Test Year Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 
2014 0.0486-0.1094 0.0661-0.1362 0.1042-0.196 0.1203-0.2373 
2015 0.0492-0.1126 0.0662-0.1386 0.1044-0.1988 0.1205-0.2413 
2016 0.0506-0.1123 0.069-0.1395 0.1081-0.2002 0.125-0.243 
2017 0.0486-0.1093 0.0671-0.136 0.1046-0.1958 0.1229-0.2365 
2018 0.0531-0.1121 0.0695-0.1382 0.1089-0.1984 0.1265-0.2405 
2019 0.0503-0.111 0.0694-0.1376 0.107-0.1979 0.1241-0.2398 
2020 0.0486-0.1086 0.0659-0.1341 0.1039-0.1932 0.1195-0.2348 
 
Table 4: Habitable Pixel Ranges for Bands 5-7 During Test Years 
Ranges associated with lowest accuracy achieved are highlighted red, those associated with 






 The next portion of the model’s self-assessment checks standard deviation between 
sampling range limitations. The previous accuracy assessment illustrated that as more years 
were added into the training set, base accuracy typically increased. While the higher accuracy 
ranges achieved began to recede. This was typically associated with a split in the point data 
around the three-to-four-year sample length mark. Regardless, the precision of the accuracy 
ranges increased. Likewise, standard deviation (blue lines protruding from plotted averages in 
figures) of pixel range values also decreases over time, suggesting that as the model is given 
more data, a larger degree of normality within the datasets was achieved.  
Test Year Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
2014 0.1547-0.2977 0.1845-0.3904 0.1462-0.3697 
2015 0.155-0.3031 0.1825-0.3984 0.1472-0.3773 
2016 0.1597-0.3047 0.1947-0.3991 0.1588-0.3798 
2017 0.1701-0.3086 0.1859-0.3903 0.1474-0.3674 
2018 0.1661-0.3027 0.197-0.396 0.1592-0.3745 
2019 0.1641-0.3015 0.195-0.3946 0.1579-0.3727 





Figure 1821:Average Maximum NDVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for NDVI. 
Figure 1922: Average Maximum EVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 





 The average maximum pixel value for the habitable pixel range showed more precision 
over time for the spectral indices NDVI and SAVI. The changes in magnitude of the standard 
deviation for EVI samples are negligible. Given that there is less variation in the sample training 
deviation for EVI, as well as SAVI, their starting precision is greater than that of NDVI. This does 
not ensure their accuracy, however. Despite this, for all three of these spectral indices their 
initial average maximum pixel value for single year training sets appeared to be higher than that 
of later datasets, particularly in EVI where the maximum pixel value at seven years drops one 
standard deviation from the median of the six-year training sets. Thus, it would be safe to 
assume the values derived from shorter datasets will typically be an overestimate based upon 
the observed averages.  
Figure 2023: Average Maximum SAVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and 




 When comparing the changes in standard deviation between the minimum pixel values 
for the spectral index ranges, similar trends are seen as in the maximum pixel value ranges. 
Where the standard deviation between averages decreases with increased sample length. 
However, compared to their maximum pixel value ranges, EVI and SAVI minimum pixel value 
ranges show greater changes between standard deviation as sample length increases. In this 
case, the EVI and SAVI minimum pixel values acted similar to what is shown for the maximum 
pixel range value for NDVI. Where the standard deviation was much greater with the single year 
sets, and gradually decreased as sample size increased.  
The final training set containing all seven years of data is plotted relatively close to the 
mean of the six-year training set for NDVI and SAVI minimum pixel value. The SAVI seven-year 
training point is higher than the preceding averages, most similar to the average for the two-
year training sets. While the seven-year sample point for EVI is within a single standard 
deviation of the preceding six-year training set, it is higher than the majority of the other 
averages. Ranked the second highest amongst the other plotted average minimum pixel values. 
Where the highest average minimum pixel value for EVI was the single year set. Despite this, 
the seven-year EVI value is similar to the average of the two-year training sets. Similar to what 
was seen for SAVI. The minimum pixel range values for NDVI did express a different trend than 
observed for EVI. The single year sets plotted the highest average for NDVI, dropped in the 
second-year sets, only to gradually increase as more years were added. The average minimum 
pixel value for EVI continued to decline until the seven-year dataset and the SAVI minimum 
pixel range values expressed a similar trend as seen for NDVI. However, the increase and 




Figure 2124: Average Minimum NDVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for NDVI. 
 
Figure 2225: Average Minimum EVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 





          Training outputs for the habitable pixel ranges of the spectral indices show a gradual 
increase in precision over time, particularly in regards to minimum pixel range values. Whereas 
the maximum pixel values experienced a lower level of variation at the third decimal place, 
specifically for EVI and SAVI. One of the most notable differences between the outputs from the 
maximum and minimum pixel range changes is that the variations between test years were 
noticeably different at the third decimal place. With the exception of the maximum pixel range 
for NDVI, which illustrated larger variations in the second decimal place. Having said that, scale 
needs to be taken into account when analyzing the figures. These are automated outputs and 
the saved figures appear to be formatted slightly different for the minimum and maximum pixel 
value outputs.  
Figure 2326: Average Minimum SAVI Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 




Bands one through seven also undergo the same assessment. The maximum range values for 
bands one and two, are dissimilar to what was previously observed with the indices. Particularly 
band one. Where the largest standard deviation is found at the four-year sample set length. 
Outside of the four-year samples, band one shows a decreasing standard deviation value as the 
number of years in the samples increases. I am not certain as to why this occurs, particularly 
since the number of samples being tested with four-year combinations is equal to the number 
of combinations with two years. Therefore, it is not necessarily a matter of sampling size. In 
fact, the sampling year length with the most tested records are the three-year combinations, 
which interestingly has a lower standard deviation than four-year sets for band one. Band two 
did not show a trend, the maximum pixel range value standard deviations seemed to correlate 
more so with the total number of samples.  
  
Figure 2427: Average Maximum Band 1 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 





Figure 2528: Average Maximum Band 2 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 2. 
 
Figure 2629: Average Maximum Band 3 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 






Figure 2730: Average Maximum Band 4 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 4. 
 
Figure 2831: Average Maximum Band 5 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 





Figure 3033: Average Maximum Band 7 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 7. 
 
Figure 2932: Average Maximum Band 6 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average maximum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 




 The standard deviation of the maximum pixel range value for bands three, four and 
seven illustrated a gradual decrease as more years were added. Bands five and six did not show 
this relationship as more years were added to the training samples, similar to bands one and 
two. As in bands one and two, the standard deviation reduced most noticeably for the six-year 
training sets. Which has the fewest number of samples for computing the average and standard 
deviation. Despite this, the final six-year averages for bands one, two, five and six were well 
within the standard deviations of the previous points, suggesting some form of regularity in 
regards to median value. However, there was not a strong increase in precision over time. In 
relation to the spectral indices, the spectral bands expressed less of an increase in precision. In 
which case, the optimal maximum pixel values are less certain for the spectral bands. They 
seem to be subject to greater inconsistencies between training set lengths. 
 Compared to the maximum band pixel range limitations, the minimum band pixel 
ranges expressed a much higher degree of regularity and increased precision over time. With 
the exception of band one, which illustrated the same pattern as its maximum pixel range 
analysis. For band one, the sample set composed of four-year combinations exceeded the 
standard deviation of all other samples, while the standard deviation trend outside of that 
particular sample suggested an increase in precision. The remaining bands all show an increase 
in precision of the minimum pixel value range limitation as more years are added to the 
datasets. This is similar to what was seen with the spectral indices, where the maximum pixel 
value range limitations had less regularity, and the minimum became more precise. In which 
case, it seems the minimum pixel value is a stronger mediating factor, as it illustrated a higher 




Figure 3235: Average Minimum Band 2 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 2. 
 
Figure 3134: Average Minimum Band 1 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 









Figure 3437: Average Minimum Band 4 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 4. 
 
Figure 3336: Average Minimum Band 3 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 










Figure 3639: Average Minimum Band 6 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 
standard deviation (blue line) for each sample length for Band 6. 
 
Figure 3538: Average Minimum Band 5 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 





 The idea that the minimum pixel range value is a major mediating factor is based upon 
the fact that it illustrated increasing regularity and precision overtime. This was a common 
factor between most bands and indices, whereas their maximum range limitations did not 
always express increasing regularity. This suggests that the minimum pixel range values are 
subject to a more precise optimal range than the maximum pixel values. In which case, the 
NDVI accuracy drop in 2015 could have been due to the increase in its minimum habitable pixel 
value as previously mentioned. Although this is only a single example of the low-level accuracy 
scenarios between all bands and indices, its drop in accuracy was unlike the others. As the 
indices and bands typically expressed similar accuracies within the same year. Even when lower 
accuracies were recorded. 
Figure 3740: Average Minimum Band 7 Values Per Sample Size 
This figure shows the average minimum pixel value (blue dot) and associated 




 The final section of the self-assessment portion of the data training section is the 
tracking of the dissimilar distributions between the 126 training sets. As I have previously 
expressed, each input was trained 127 times, 126 of those data training sets were then used in 
the 446 accuracy scenarios. The reason for this distribution assessment was to determine if the 
data distribution was becoming normalized between the 126 training sets. This was done by 
checking if the total number of assumed data distributions declined as more years were added 
to the training set. In general, this was seen throughout the spectral indices and bands. 
However, some data sources were less normalized by the six-year mark. Of the spectral indices, 
NDVI performed the best. The number of identified data distributions was the lowest between 
inputs. Additionally, the NDVI distributions identified by the five-year mark had been reduced 
to one.  
Figure 3841: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (NDVI) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 




Figure 3920: Spectral Bands 5-7 Annual Accuracy 
Accuracy for the final seven spectral band records from the accuracy 
assessments (2014-2020). This figure includes accuracies for Bands 5-7. 
Figure 4143: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (SAVI) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 
of samples for that given sample length. The y-axis represents number of distributions. 
 
Figure 4042: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (EVI) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 




 The total number of distributions identified for the spectral indices did show 
improvement over time. NDVI had a max of five assumed data distributions for the two-year 
sets, consisting of 21 different training records. As that number increased to 35 total training 
sets for the three- and then four-year training set length, distributions continued to decrease. 
At the five-year training set mark, only a single distribution was used to describe all 21 training 
sets. EVI performed the worst of the spectral indices. The peak number of distributions for EVI 
occurred at the four-year sample mark. Given that the number of training sets between the 
five- and two-year samples lengths are identical, it still appears that the data had become more 
normalized over time. Although, by the six-year dataset length mark there were still four 
distributions identified between sets. Given that there are only seven samples at that point, it 
makes EVI data distribution appear to be less regular than NDVI, as well as SAVI. SAVI 
performed better than EVI but expressed more distributions across all sampling lengths than 
NDVI. Similar to NDVI, the peak number of identified distributions occurred earlier in the 
sampling length analysis at two-years. This shows that NDVI and SAVI expressed an affinity 
towards fewer distributions as more sampling years were utilized, as the number of total 
samples do not seem to mediate the number of identified distributions.  
 The spectral bands underwent the same analysis. Of the spectral bands, the minimum 
number of distributions identified did not drop below two. The minimum of two distributions 
was achieved by bands two, three and six. Peak distributions between these bands also varied. 
While none of the bands were similar to EVI in regard to a late onset of a peak number of 
distributions, the spectral band peaks persisted between sample lengths. For bands three, four, 















Figure 4345: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 2) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 
of samples for that given sample length. The y-axis represents number of distributions. 
 
Figure 4244: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 1) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 







Figure 4547: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 4) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 
of samples for that given sample length. The y-axis represents number of distributions. 
 
Figure 4446: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 3) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 





Figure 4749: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 6) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 
of samples for that given sample length. The y-axis represents number of distributions. 
 
Figure 4648: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 5) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 





 In comparison to the spectral indices, the spectral bands showed less regularity in data 
distributions. Bands three and six seemed to perform the best out of all spectral bands. Despite 
no drop in data distribution between the four- and five-year dataset length for band three, 
band three was still able to reach a minimum of two data distributions by the six-year sample 
length, as was band six. This suggests a higher degree of normality. Band two also reached a 
minimum of two distributions; however, the number of total distributions remained high for 
the majority of the sample lengths. In which case, utilizing band two early on, with fewer years 
of data, could result in much less regularity in regard to data distribution. 
 While this assessment was conducted to analyze the data distributions, it is worth 
looking back at the accuracy achieved by individual bands and spectral indices. For example, 
Figure 4850: Number of Distributions Per Length of Sample (Band 7) 
Labels in the x-axis represent the number of years in sample length to the total number 




despite varying distributions between sample length and data source, spectral bands and 
indices expressed similar performance in the final records of the accuracy assessment. Since 
this portion of the model utilized a customized machine learning technique, where distributions 
were automatically determined and assessed for best fit, the figures above were written to 
track what was happening with the data distribution. The implications of these varying 
distributions in relation to overall accuracy at individual sample lengths were not explored.  
 Since the purpose of this project was to test the model’s validity on Lake Sakakawea, a 
subset of lake specific data was analyzed next. The model was tested for accuracy against all 
years possible with the Landsat 8 sensor, excluding 2020. This was due to the fact that 
monitoring was limited this past season and too few data points on the lake were present. 
However, even after avoiding the 2020 dataset only a handful of nests passed the interference 
checks between 2014 and 2019. In fact, 2019 only had three nests which could be utilized. The 
accuracy assessments were still conducted for 2014 to 2019 and are illustrated on the following 
page. Keep in mind, the habitable pixel ranges used here were still calculated over the entire 
data training area. Thus, the majority of training data was not Lake Sakakawea specific. This was 
simply the best option to attempt to train a model with data which was already available, as 
those few data points at the lake would not have been as conducive for habitat prediction. 
Model Assessment at Lake Sakakawea 
Despite the fact that the selection of the lake segments utilized the same accuracy 
assessment as the entire model, the trends of increasing precision over time are not seen in this 
data. Additionally, the overall accuracy was relatively low. With six-year sampling sets, base 
accuracy between all spectral indices was typically around 20 percent. While there were a few 
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samples in the accuracy assessment which expressed 100 percent coverage, this level of 
accuracy was no longer present in the four- to five-year training sets. The base accuracies 
achieved by spectral bands were much greater in comparison to the spectral indices for this 
assessment, suggesting that the accuracy of the spectral bands is greater than that of the 
indices, which is the opposite relationship shown over the entire dataset. The previous accuracy 
assessments maintained that the spectral indices were more accurate. However, it is worth 
noting that the spatial precision between spectral indices and spectral bands differs, 
particularly by date, this will be expanded on later. Several of the bands illustrate splits in the 
data distribution. While this does suggest an increase in precision as accuracy ranges are 
partitioning, the data splits are prominently seen in the lower percentiles. Most notably for the 
spectral indices as opposed to the spectral bands. 
Figure 4951: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (NDVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the NDVI habitable pixel 





Figure 5153: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (SAVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the SAVI habitable pixel ranges for 
varying sample lengths at Lake Sakakawea.  
 
Figure 5052: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (EVI) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the EVI habitable pixel ranges for 





Figure 5355: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 2) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 2 habitable pixel ranges for 
varying sample lengths at Lake Sakakawea.  
 
Figure 5254: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 1) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 1 habitable pixel ranges for 






Figure 5557: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 4) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 4 habitable pixel ranges for 
varying sample lengths at Lake Sakakawea.  
 
Figure 5456: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 3) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 3 habitable pixel ranges for 





Figure 5759: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 6) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 6 habitable pixel ranges for 
varying sample lengths at Lake Sakakawea.  
 
Figure 5658: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 5) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 5 habitable pixel ranges for 




 The edges along the data distributions for lake specific data were very sharp, not 
illustrating a gradual increase or decrease in accuracy over time. This could be due to the 
number of available nests used to assess accuracy as smaller sample sizes could have more 
easily returned accuracies that do not sufficiently represent the data. The tables on the 
following page show the final years tested for accuracy for each spectral index. The number of 
nests which could be tested were uniform between spectral indices and bands, they are 
provided for reference. The year 2020 was excluded from the test set due to limited monitoring 
efforts in response to staff limitations and COVID-19 protocol. Regardless, the tables show that 
the accuracy assessments at the lake had few data points for the majority of the years tested. 
Sampling size was particularly small during the 2018 and 2019 field season, as few nests passed 
the interference check. 
Figure 5860: Lake Sakakawea Coverage vs Sample Length (Band 7) 
This figure shows the achieved accuracy of the Band 7 habitable pixel ranges for 




Table 5: Lake Sakakawea Spectral Index Accuracy: Final Six Records 
Associated year is given in the left column, number of nests which were tested are in the 
second, and the following three columns are the associated percentages of those nests which 
resided within each spectral index’s habitable pixel range. 
Year Nests NDVI EVI SAVI 
2014 21 71.42 % 57.14 % 52.38 % 
2015 65 44.61 % 50.76 % 44.61 % 
2016 67 41.79 % 37.31 % 43.28 % 
2017 24 25.00 % 16.66 % 16.66 % 
2018 5 20.00 % 40.00 % 20.00 % 
2019 3 66.66 % 66.66 % 66.66 % 
 
Table 6: Lake Sakakawea Spectral Band Accuracy: Final Six Records 
Associated year is given in the left column, number of nests which were tested are in the 
second, and the following three columns are the associated percentages of those nests which 
resided within each spectral index’s habitable pixel range. 
Year Nests Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
2014 21 76.19 % 85.71 % 90.47 % 90.47 % 95.23 % 85.71 % 95.23 % 
2015 65 83.07 % 92.30 % 96.92 % 92.30 % 93.84 % 93.38 % 92.30 % 
2016 67 73.13 % 82.09 % 91.04 % 88.05 % 82.08 % 85.07 % 89.55 % 
2017 24 79.16 % 75.00 % 75.00 % 62.50 % 79.16 % 79.16 % 70.83 % 
2018 5 60.00 % 60.00 % 60.00 % 40.00 % 60.00 % 60.00 % 60.00 % 
2019 3 66.66 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 
 
 The table data of the final six records for each spectral band shows that all of the 
accuracy values reaching 100 percent occurred in 2019. This was also the year with the least 
number of nests passed the interference checks. In 2018, the year with the second lowest 
number of nests, expressed accuracies not exceeding 60 percent. The years with the least 
number of data points to assess accuracy were also the years which expressed the highest and 
lowest accuracies. Except for band one, where the highest accuracy achieved occurred in 2015. 
2015 was also the year that the highest accuracy was achieved by the spectral bands 
throughout the entire dataset. Bands one through six all had their second highest percentage of 
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accuracy during 2015, while band seven experienced a higher level in 2014. Furthermore, the 
spectral indices performed their best in 2014. The assessment over the entire study area 
previously illustrated that the year 2014 was the second highest accuracy achieved in that 
analysis. This accuracy assessment shows some relationship between this subset of data and 
the entire population, although this is difficult to clarify without better data coverage for the 
lake. 
 Accuracy in this study is simply an assessment of how many of the known nests during a 
sample year were within a habitable pixel range. The precision of the accuracy ranges between 
samples typically increased. In which case, the geospatial precision was not addressed. While 
area of habitat is recorded in addition to the creation of the mapping outputs, there is no 
completed script which assesses and compares the total area of the habitat predictions. The 
majority of time spent coding this model was towards the data training section to enable back 
testing and self-accuracy assessments. This enabled the model to be assessed rapidly and under 
several hundred scenarios. 
Habitat Outputs 
 When the interference checks were discussed in an earlier section of this thesis, figure 5 
was shown depicting spectral disturbances for May 17th, 2020. While that portion of the 
program is able to produce those outputs, they are actually disabled in the most recent script 
update. That figure was provided for visual reference and is actually created in the final portion 
of the program. Given that the computer does not require visual representations of 
interferences, enabling the disturbance outputs early on is not necessary and saves on disk 
space. Regardless, after the data has been trained and the habitable pixel ranges defined, the 
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model is ready to predict habitat from those pixel ranges. The figures on the following page 
represent the same data and location previously used to illustrate interference, though the type 
of disturbance is not made explicit. This was done to simplify the final outputs. Only land, 
water, habitat, and general interference are shown on the final figures. Habitat is shown on the 
figures as the yellow polygons. The first three habitat predictions shown are NDVI, EVI and 
SAVI. Indices performed with the highest spatial precision during the early season, while the 
spectral bands predicted the overwhelming majority of land as habitable in early season. 
It is worth noting that the delineations between land and water are provided by the 
interference data from USGS, as it includes basic land coverage characteristics. Thus, this data is 
also derived from spectral properties and indices through USGS. The model was written to use 
this data to enable its use under varying reservoir scenarios and enhance its automated 
properties. For example, while the maximum extent of the study area for the reservoir is set to 
approximately 566 meters MSL, which exceeds all historical high-water events, the lowest 
elevation this model can be utilized at is not made explicit. In previous studies historical 
imagery from low water years was used to manually define a low water boundary of the study 
area. However, shoreline is subject to change over time following inundation and elevation 
gradients can vary between seasons. In which case, defining a minimum elevation boundary 
could lead to lower accuracy in the future. Thus, the boundary defined for habitat prediction in 
May is unlikely to be the same as in July, as the water elevation typically increases later in the 




Figure 5962: Habitat Prediction EVI LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates EVI habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 
delineates coverage type. The parsed Landsat image code is provided in the title. 
Figure 6061: Habitat Prediction NDVI LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates NDVI habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 















Figure 6264: Habitat Prediction Band 1 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 1 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 
delineates coverage type. The parsed Landsat image code is provided in the title. 
 
Figure 6163: Habitat Prediction SAVI LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates SAVI habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 







Figure 6466: Habitat Prediction Band 3 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 3 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 
delineates coverage type. The parsed Landsat image code is provided in the title. 
 
Figure 6365: Habitat Prediction Band 2 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 2 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 




    
Figure 6668: Habitat Prediction Band 5 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 5 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 
delineates coverage type. The parsed Landsat image code is provided in the title. 
 
Figure 6567: Habitat Prediction Band 4 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 4 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 





Figure 6870: Habitat Prediction Band 7 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 7 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 
delineates coverage type. The parsed Landsat image code is provided in the title. 
 
Figure 6769: Habitat Prediction Band 6 LC08||032027||20200517 
This figure illustrates Band 6 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 




 The outputs (Figures 61-70) from the habitat prediction show varying results for May 
17th, 2020. The three indices utilized (NDVI, EVI and SAVI) have quite similar outputs in terms of 
habitat prediction. Individual spectral bands also showed similar predictions between one 
another. For early season habitat predictions, spectral indices appear to have greater precision. 
The band predictions in early season assumes much of the available land to be suitable habitat. 
For comparison of predicted area of habitat, the graph below illustrates these variations 
between outputs. 
 A quick comparison of habitat at the same segment estimated on June 2nd, 2020 shows 
that the prediction outcomes begin to change as the season progresses. The spectral bands and 
indices begin to suggest less available habitat than before, with the exception of NDVI. The area 
of the NDVI prediction increases nearly three times in less than one month. When comparing 
habitat prediction even later in the season on July 4th (Figure 73), all indices suggest more 
















May 17th 2020 Habitat Prediction: Segment 11
Figure 6971: May 17th, 2020 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 
Habitat predictions between data sources for May 17th, 2020. 
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habitat than NDVI, EVI and SAVI did in May. This matches our expectation, as the water 































June 2nd 2020 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11
Figure 7072: June 2nd, 2020 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 
Habitat predictions between data sources for June 2nd, 2020. 
 
Figure 7173: July 4th, 2020 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 




 The habitat prediction from the band 4 dataset on July 4th (Figure 74) illustrates that 
habitat is no longer being predicted far away from water resources. The majority of the habitat 
predicted is adjacent to the identified water, much like the initial habitat area predictions from 
the indices during May of 2020.  
 The habitat predictions made by all 10 inputs varied by date. The predictions of early 
season seem to be closer and more consistent with the shoreline when using NDVI, EVI and 
SAVI. However, this is slowly reversed as the season continues. Suggesting that the spectral 
indices have the opposite relationship between precision and time, compared to the spectral 
bands. The figure above depicts the habitat prediction on July 4th, 2020 using band four 
Figure 7274: Habitat Prediction Band 4 LC08||032027||20200704 
This figure illustrates Band 4 habitat predictions. Key on the bottom of the map 




parameters. The habitat prediction pattern is similar to the early season NDVI, EVI and SAVI 
habitat predictions. Where habitat is predicted along shoreline and not further inland.  
High vs Low Water Predictions 
 The final assessment conducted was to test how the model predicted habitat between 
low and high-water years. Given time constraints on this project, only segment 11 is 
referenced. Between the years 2014 and 2020, the lowest water year was 2016 and the highest 
was 2018. Therefore, the years chosen for this analysis were 2016 and 2018. In 2018 the peak 
MSL was 564.85 meters while 2016 peaked at 561.5 meters. Due to interference and rejected 
imagery, only two predictions were made for segment 11 in 2018. On the following page are 
the predicted habitat area charts for the earliest satellite imagery available for July during 2016 
and 2018. The program is not fully capable of comparing data between years, the module which 
combines seasonal data for specified areas has been started but is not yet complete. Thus, 
segment data is still separated in regard to total habitat by date and all comparison charts were 
made manually. The data from the 2020 outputs illustrated that late season predictions made 
by the vegetation indices are less precise than bands one through four and seven. When 
comparing bands one through four between the 2016 and 2018 season, the Figures 75 and 76 
show that during the high-water year (2018) there is far less habitat predicted than the low 
water year (2016). This is seen again in the next available habitat predictions made at the end 
of July, Figures 77 and 78. However, the amount of habitat begins to increase for bands one 
through four and seven during July 2018 but declines between predictions during July 2016.  
 The habitat outputs between the 2016 and 2018 season offers a limited comparison, as 
the habitat prediction outputs for 2018 were only available in July. There were outputs during 
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April, June and July for the 2016 season, but without similar outputs from 2018 they cannot be 
compared. Regardless, between the two predictions it is apparent that more habitat is 
predicted during the low-water year, which is expected. Interestingly, as the season progresses 
for both 2018 and 2016, the habitat predictions later in the month show opposite trends. In 
2016, the amount of available habitat decreases by the end of July. Where in 2018, the habitat 
increases by the end of July. To better comprehend these results, the monthly maximum 
midnight MSL data is analyzed next (Figure 79). 













































July 9th 2016 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11
Figure 7476: July 9th, 2016 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 
Habitat predictions between data sources for July 9th, 2016. 
 
Figure 7375: July 15th, 2018 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 






 The maximum MSL data for 2016 and 2018 (Figure 79) show that the magnitude of 
reservoir fluctuations was different between seasons. During 2016, the maximum monthly MSL 
was consistent throughout the season, within a third of a meter of one another between June 
and August. Where in 2018 the differences between maximum MSLs were greater, dropping 
nearly one meter between July and August. This suggests that the increase in habitat 














































July 25th 2016 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11
Figure 7678: July 25th, 2016 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 
Habitat predictions between data sources for July 25th, 2016. 
 
Figure 7577: July 31st, 2018 Habitat Predictions: Segment 11 




predictions by the end of July of 2018, could have been a result of dropping reservoir water 
levels between the start and end of July. A quick review of historical USACE Missouri River Basin 
reports supports this. Showing that the water elevation between July 15th and July 31st of 2018, 
dropped from 564.78 m MSL to 563.97 m MSL. In which case, the increase in habitat is 
understandable.  
The drop in reservoir MSL during the 2016 predictions was minute. Between July 9th and 
July 25th of 2016, the MSL dropped from 561.35 m MSL to 561.28 m MSL. This difference is 
slightly under eight centimeters. The decrease in habitat between the predictions in July of 
2016 is not well understood here. Decreases in habitat were much larger for spectral bands one 
through three. Where the decrease in habitat for band four, between July 9th and July 25th, was 
smaller and just over four hectares. Bands one through three show a drop in habitable area of 
15 to 22 percent between the 2016 predictions. The area predicted by band four only dropped 
by approximately 10 percent between 2016 predictions. The bridge between accuracy and 
Figure 7779: Maximum Midnight Monthly Water Elevations 2016 & 2018 
Water elevation in meters for each year are given below individual months. 
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct
2016 560.59 561.2 561.871 561.8405 561.6575 560.9255 560.9865


















Maximum Midnight Monthly Water Elevations 2016 & 2018
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precision during these predictions is not well developed. In which case, it is difficult to 
determine which of the two predictions most accurately reflects reality. Regardless, it seems 
that with the minor flux in water elevation during 2016, the predictions which are similar in this 
instance would be the most trustworthy. The MSL submitted on the daily report for July 9th of 
2016 is greater than the daily maximum midnight elevation recorded for that month. I would 
like to clarify that minor fluctuations are common for water gauge readings, as they can be 
influenced by wind and wave action. Additionally, the time of day these readings are recorded 
also differ. 
I previously discussed that the model is trained 127 times with seven years of data for 
each input, where 126 of those training sets are later tested for accuracy against test years 
using leave-one-out cross validation. The habitat predictions shown above utilize one of the 
final six of those 126 training sets, meaning that habitat is predicted using the six-year 
combination test sets. Therefore, the years being analyzed above use habitable pixel ranges 
that were derived from six-year training sets which excluded all nesting data of the year the 
prediction was being made for.  
While that is the final section of the model that I provide outputs for, there is one 
additional function which was not fully completed for self-assessment. Specifically, the 
geospatial precision of the model. As I just reviewed, the habitable pixel ranges derived from 
the 127 training sets are what is used for the habitat prediction. All of training sets are stored 
within a text document for each individual index and spectral band. When the model predicts 
habitat area, as shown on the previous page, the program is routed to the corresponding six-
year training set which excludes the year of interest. The year of interest refers to the year 
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habitat is being predicted. The program then pulls the habitable pixel range from that set and 
predicts habitat from that range of pixel values. Therefore, the year of interest can also be used 
against training sets with varying length, just as the accuracy assessments which used nesting 
data. This means that the model has the capacity to test habitat predictions the same number 
of times as the nesting data, which is over 400 iterations for each segment and date that 
imagery is available for a prediction. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, this was unable to 
be tested for this thesis. Additional coding and testing would have been required to conduct 
this analysis. However, if this were completed in the future, it could provide additional insight 





Climate Analysis Introduction 
 We conducted a precipitation analysis of relevant water basins responsible for drainage 
into the tributaries of Lake Sakakawea. Figure 80 contains a base map illustrating the location of 
these Hydrological Unit Code (HUC) regions. There were a total of 14 third level hydrological 
units (HUC 6 regions) used for this analysis. Third level units were chosen for simplicity and 
clarity as weather station coverage for smaller water basin units would not be sufficient. Use of 
third level units resulted in stations being present in all but two HUC regions. Daily weather 
data was processed between the years 1965 to 2019 for over 400 weather stations. A subset of 
these stations (71) was chosen due to their location to applicable water sheds and data 
coverage. Daily weather station data was downloaded from the Global Historical Climatology 
Network (GHCN), which is managed by the Department of Commerce. All coverage statistics 
provided from the network were ignored. Typical coverage analyses provided by the GHCN 
refer to the entire life of each station, this is not relevant for a study using only part of each 
dataset for a specific date range. Separate statistical analyses were run on the datasets to 
ensure they had sufficient coverage for the study period of 1965-2019. Optimal data coverage 
was defined as 80% daily coverage. Outputs of focus for this preliminary research were on 
significant fluctuations in precipitation over the study period, as well as above average seasonal 
precipitation events. Temperature is ignored in this analysis because it was not necessary for 
obtaining statistical precipitation trends and to increase the number of stations available.  
 Daily weather data was used to determine seasonal precipitation totals for each year 
and season for individual stations. The analysis assigns level of significance to each individual 
station based upon data from that station alone. Meaning what is considered as a significant 
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increase in precipitation at one station, may not be the same as others. The seasonal data was 
then average for every five years and plotted on the third year, as this was the year the average 
was centered. Linear regressions were used to define level of significance via p-value, where 
0.05 was considered significant, and the direction of the trend provided by the slope. Negative 
slopes represented decreasing trends and positive slopes represented increasing trends. Figure 
80 shows the locations of the HUC 6 regions in relation to major river systems and states of the 
study area. Each HUC region is denoted by an integer for simplicity, associated names of each 
region are given in a key on the lower left portion of the map. Fort Peck Dam, Garrison Dam 
and Lake Sakakawea are also shown on this map for reference.  
 
Figure 7880: Rivers and HUC 6 Watersheds of Lake Sakakawea 
This figure illustrates the locations of applicable watersheds for Lake Sakakawea. 
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Determination of Top High-Water Events 
To better understand the development of high-water conditions at the Garrison Dam, 
the top five high water events at Lake Sakakawea were studied. The top five events were 
ranked based upon maximum seasonal reservoir MSL. MSL was chosen as the ranking variable 
as it is the basis for determining flood stage and high-water conditions at the reservoir. These 
years are as follows: 1975, 1997, 2011, 2018 and 2019. To further validate the choice of those 
years and to better understand their development, we referenced the study years inflow, 
outflow and seasonal MSL data. This provided insight as to how inflow and outflow trends 
varied between high-water events between 1968 and 2019.  
Inflow and outflow data were analyzed similarly as the MSL, where the highest seasonal 
values were of focus. Overlaying the inflow and MSL data together (Figure 81) shows that the 
top five high-water events were not always associated with the highest inflows occurring 
between 1968 and 2019. For example, in 2019 the maximum total monthly inflow experienced 
was lower than several inflow events throughout the 1970s and 1990s (Figure 81), suggesting 
that the onset of high water in 2019 was a result of consistently higher inflows and not one 
month in particular. This appears to be the case as there are multiple peaks in total monthly 
inflow during 2019. Multiple inflow peaks are also seen during the 1997 high MSL event. 
Remaining high MSL events in 1975, 2011 and 2018 show a different relationship to total 
monthly inflow, in comparison to 1997 and 2018, as they are associated with a single sharp 
inflow peak (Figure 81). This data suggests that maximum peak monthly inflows alone do not 






Figure 8082: Garrison Dam Monthly Maximum Elevation and Total 
Outflow 
This figure illustrates monthly maximum reservoir elevation in meters, and 
total monthly reservoir outflow in cubic kilometers. 
 
Figure 7981: Garrison Dam Monthly Maximum Elevation and Total Inflow  
This figure illustrates monthly maximum reservoir elevation in meters, 
and total monthly reservoir inflow in cubic kilometers. 
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 Overlaying the outflow and MSL data together (Figure 82) shows that the top five high-
water events were associated with the highest outflows occurring between 1968 and 2019, as 
years 1975, 1997, 2011, 2018 and 2019 were shown as the top five outflow events. Similar to 
the inflow peaks from Figure 81, the peaks shown in total monthly outflow for the years 1997 
and 2019 are not a single sharp peak. Outflow during 1975, 2011 and 2018 show sharp 
increases comparable to the sharp increase of inflows of those years expressed in Figure 81. 
However, unlike the chart illustrating total monthly inflows, outflows during the top five MSL 
events are discernable from years with comparable MSL elevations. For example, the maximum 
monthly MSL in 1995 (564.45 m MSL) was 0.19 meters lower than the 2019 max MSL (564.64 m 
MSL), while the maximum total monthly inflow for 1995 was greater than that of 2019 (Figure 
81). Conversely, the outflow data shows a larger release in response to the 2019 high-water 
event compared to 1995. Therefore, the combination of maximum MSL and total monthly 
outflow data illustrates with a greater level of clarity the significance of the top five MSL events 
selected, as it was the top five MSL events selected which experienced a greater water release 






1975 High-Water Event 
 The top five MSL events will be presented in chronological order, starting with 1975. 
1975 was shown to be susceptible to above average inflow levels. With the determination of 
average inflow being derived from the entire inflow data set (1968-2019), excluding the year 
being analyzed. Data was obtained through personal communication with the Garrison Dam 
Project. Figure 83 illustrates that the inflow occurring during the spring and summer of 1975 
exceeded that of the average.
Figure 8183: 1975 Season Inflow 
Inflow during the 1975 high-water event. Red line represents the event 
inflow, and the black lie represents the average inflow. 
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 Figure 83 shows that the inflow during the high-water event of 1975 was far above the 
statistical average. However, inflow leading up to the 1975 event followed closely to the 
average until March. Between September and December 1974, the inflow levels were just 
above average, falling below average by January and surpassing average after March. The 
average inflow shows two peaks, the first peak occurring in March is typically due to an ice 
break, where elevated inflows are expected as the ice begins to move down river. In the 1975 
event there was only one peak. There was no visible ice break and drop in inflow levels before 
the summer inflow peak. After March, the inflows continued to rise until July. Afterwards they 
declined, but remain above average in August 1975.  
 When looking at the MSL data for 1975, you can see that the event MSL is also above 
average (Figure 84). The average MSL is derived from the 1968 to 2019 MSL data set, excluding 
the year 1975. This data was also obtained through personal communication with the Garrison 
Dam Project. Unlike the inflow analysis, the 1975 event MSL elevation is not seen to drop below 
the average throughout any of the duration of this analysis. Illustrating that in part, the 1975 
high water event was also caused by an already above average MSL leading into the season. 
 To better understand how this high-water event developed, seasonal precipitation for 
each station in the applicable HUC 6 regions were analyzed. Stations with above average 
seasonal precipitation were overlaid with the HUC 6 regions and major river systems to identify 
areas of high precipitation. High precipitation in this instance is defined by the CDF 90th 
percentile for seasonal precipitation totals, calculated from precipitation data collected 
between 1965 to 2019 for each station, except for winter, where only 1966 to 2019 were able 
to be processed. The CDF was calculated for each season at individual stations. Making 
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threshold limits between seasons and stations unique to their individual dataset. The method 
for analyzing these precipitation extremes will be the same for all precipitation analyses for 
1975, 1997, 2011, 2018 and 2019. 
 In this analysis, high seasonal precipitation was observed during the spring and summer 
of 1975. Fall of 1974 did not suggest any stations with above average precipitation. Thus, there 
were no HUC 6 regions with an overwhelming majority of stations expressing above average 
precipitation. There was one station in the winter of 1974/1975 which had above the 90th 
Figure 8284: 1975 Season Reservoir MSL 
Water elevations for the 1975 high-water event. The event water elevation is shown 
as the solid red line and the average as the solid red line. 
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percentile for precipitation in region 11. Regardless, there were no other stations and all HUC 6 
regions were dominantly composed of insignificant stations.  
 Figure 85 on the following page contains this data. It is parsed by season, from left to 
right and top to bottom. Fall of the preceding year is on the top left, winter on the top right, 
spring on the lower left, and summer on the lower right. Much like the threshold for 
determining above average seasonal precipitation in HUC regions, all precipitation analyses will 
have the same map format. Where stations with above average precipitation are represented 
by red circles and insignificant stations represented with black Xs. The title of each map 
identifies the CDF threshold for significance as the 90th percentile. Fort Peck and Garrison Dam 




Figure 8385: 1974/1975 Above Average Seasonal Precipitation (CDF>=90) 
Above average seasonal precipitation during the 1975 high-water event. Red points represent stations with 




1997 High-Water Event 
 The next high MSL event to be analyzed is 1997. Between the winter of 1996/1997 and 
summer of 1997, the inflow does not drop below the average. Unlike the 1975 high-water 
event, the season inflow data for 1997 in Figure 86 shows that there is a clear ice break during 
March, one which coincides with the average inflow ice break. After the ice break peak, the 
inflow nearly flatlined, then began to ascend again after May of 1997. During the 1997 event, 
the maximum inflow peak occurred the same month as the statistical average, in June. 
Figure 8486: 1997 Season Inflow 
Inflow during the 1997 high-water event. Red line represents the event inflow, 





 As for the MSL data for 1996/1997, a similar condition to 1975 was noticed. The MSL at 
the beginning of winter in the preceding year (1996) was already above the statistical average. 
In which case, at the start of the 1997 season, above average MSL was already present (Figure 
87), making it more difficult to deal with above average inflow which was experienced in the 
spring and summer of 1997. There are also two visible MSL surges which follow the two 
separate inflow peaks. The first, increasing rapidly from February to April. Afterwards, between 
April and May of 1997 the MSL only increases slightly. Matching the trend of the inflow data. 
Figure 8587: 1997 Season Reservoir MSL 
Water elevations for the 1997 high-water event. The event water elevation is shown as the 




After May, the inflow and MSL began to increase rapidly once more. In July, the MSL peaked for 
the season. Which is the month following the peak inflow.  
 During the 1997 season, above average precipitation was identified in several HUC 6 
regions. During the fall of 1996, 15 of the 71 weather stations recorded precipitation above the 
90th percentile of their individual CDF. Only region 13 (Fort Peck Lake) contained a dominant 
ratio of weather stations that were above average precipitation. With four of the six weather 
stations with above average precipitation. This HUC 6 region is also one which had shown a 
significant increase in precipitation over the study period of 1968 to 2019 during fall. Winter 
1996/1997 and spring 1997 did not show many stations with above the 90th percentile of 
precipitation. The summer of 1997 is where the majority of stations with above average 
precipitation were observed in this analysis, during summer 34 out of 71 stations experiencing 
precipitation above the 90th percentile. The majority of this occurred in HUC regions 1, 4, 5, 8 
and 9, in the south western cluster of HUC 6 regions (Figure 88).  
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Figure 8688: 1996/1997 Above Average Seasonal Precipitation (CDF>=90) 
Above average seasonal precipitation during the 1997 high-water event. Red points represent stations 




2011 High-Water Event 
The year 2011 was also susceptible to above average inflow levels. Figure 89 below 
shows the 2011 event inflow compared to the average. Much like in 1997, the peak inflow 
occurred at the same time as the average (June). Leading up to the summer of 2011, the inflow 
was not dissimilar to the average. It followed the same trend up until spring, where it began to 
ascend until June. Like the 1975 event, only one major peak is seen in the event inflow, no ice 
break peak is recognized. However, the peak during 1975 occurred one month later than in 
2011. 
Figure 8789: 2011 Season Inflow 
Inflow during the 2011 high-water event. Red line represents the event 




 Similar to what was seen in 1974 and 1997, fall and winter MSL levels were above 
average (Figure 90). The event MSL remained above the average for the entire season. To 
exacerbate this issue, the starting MSL at the beginning of fall 2010 was higher than that of 
1974 and 1997. In order to lower the reservoir MSL, the project had to release even more water 
than in 1975. Regardless, the project was able to release enough water to drop down to 560.83 
m MSL by January of 2011, which is lower than that achieved by January of 1975 but slightly 
above the minimum reached in 1997. By March 2011, the MSL had climbed dramatically 
continuing until July, afterwards the levels began to drop. Resting just under 565.4 m MSL 
between June and July of 2011. The maximum MSL during the 2011 event is actually lower than 
Figure 8890: 2011 Season Reservoir MSL 
Water elevations for the 2011 high-water event. The event water elevation is shown as 




that of 1975. However, the inflow of the 1975 event was lower than what occurred in 2011. 
Inflow peaked in 1975 just above 6.16x10-3 km3 while the 2011 event experience inflow greater 
than 9.86x10-3 km3. Making the inflow of the event of 2011 far worse than any of the top five 
ranking MSL events. In order to adjust to high inflows of 2011, the project opened their 
emergency spillway for the first time in its history. Since then, the spillway has been utilized 
more readily, again in 2017, 2018 and 2019. 
 Figure 91 on the following page shows the distribution of weather stations with above 
average seasonal precipitation for the 2011 event. Compared to the 1975 high water event, 
spring of 2011 showed similar high densities of stations with above precipitation in the south 
and south eastern HUC 6 regions. The northern HUC 6 regions did not show much similarity 
during spring 1975 or 1997. Unlike in the winter of 1974/1975 and 1996/1997, the 2011 event 
experienced above average winter precipitation in HUC region 7. Fall of 2010 and summer of 





Figure 8991: Stations with High Seasonal Precipitation (CDF>=90%) 
Above average seasonal precipitation during the 2011 high-water event. Red points represent stations 




2018 High-Water Event 
Following the 2011 high MSL event, the next top-ranking event occurred in 2018. As I 
had previously mentioned, this was one of the years which the emergency spillway gates were 
following the 2011 event. The season inflow for 2018 was similar to 1975 and 2011, as it did not 
have a clear ice break peak. Leading up to the peak of the 2018 high MSL event, the monthly 
inflows were close to the average. From November 2017 to February 2018, the inflows followed 
the average trend closely. However, after February 2018 the monthly inflow continued to 
increase in magnitude until June 2018. Afterwards it declined, nearly reaching average inflow 
levels by August of 2018. During the 2018 high-water event, the inflow peaked at during the 
June, and the inflow did now show a clear ice break peak (Figure 92).  
Figure 9092: 2018 Season Inflow 
Inflow during the 2018 high water-event. Red line represents the event 




 While the early season inflow levels were quite similar to that of the overall average, the 
2018 season started with a higher-than-average MSL elevation. Figure 93 illustrates that by 
November 2017, the MSL of the reservoir was already above average. The MSL was able to 
drop approximately two meters between November 2017 and March 2018, but it was still 
above the average MSL by over three meters. The inflow data in Figure 92 shows that after 
February 2018, there was a climb in inflow. Given the fact that inflow was not far above 
average by March, the reservoir MSL was relatively stable up until then. It did not begin to 
climb drastically until April, continuing into July, afterwards it began to descend.  
Figure 9193: 2018 Season Reservoir MSL 
Water elevations for the 2018 high-water event. The event water elevation is 




 While the reservoir MSL in late 2017 season was already above average, precipitation in 
several HUC regions during the winter of 2017/2018 and spring 2018 experienced high levels of 
precipitation as well. Fall of 2017 did have a few stations in the western most HUC 6 regions 
with above average precipitation, most notably in regions 1 and 8, where over half of the 
stations with above average precipitation were recorded for fall 2017 (7 out of 11). The winter 
of 2017/2018 experienced a denser concentration of stations with above average precipitation 
in comparison to fall. Overall, 26 of the 71 weather stations experienced above average 
precipitation during the winter of 2017/2018. In the spring of 2018, several HUC regions 
contained stations with above average precipitation as well. Similar in distribution to the spring 
of 1975, but with fewer stations in the western most regions and a lower overall density. During 
the spring of 2018, 19 of the 71 weather stations had recorded above average precipitation. 
This is far less than the spring of 1975 and 2011, but more than the spring of 1997. The summer 
of 2018 was much less eventful, only 5 of the 71 stations experienced above average 
precipitation. Making the winter and spring of the 2018 event the most likely to have impacted 
inflow to Garrison Dam. Station distribution for these results is illustrated on the following page 





Figure 9294: 2017/2018 Above Average Seasonal Precipitation (CDF>=90) 
Above average seasonal precipitation during the 2018 high-water event. Red points represent stations with 




2019 High-Water Event 
The final event in this precipitation analysis is 2019. Which was the most recent year the 
emergency spillway gates were utilized. In comparison to the previous high MSL events, the 
trend observed in 2019 is most similar to 1997. Leading up to the ice break peak, the inflow 
during 2018/2019 was above the average. While it slipped below average in February 2019. 
Afterwards the inflow climbed past 2500 AF. The ice break peak of 2019 was similar to that of 
1997 in magnitude, while the June peak of 2019 was far below that of 1997. However, the 
period between both peaks is quite similar to 1997. For April and May, the inflow stayed above 
average, but was near average in May, after the peak in June it began to decline (Figure 95). 
Figure 9395: 2019 Season Inflow 
Inflow during the 2019 high-water event. Red line represents the event 




The MSL data for the 2019 season shows that at the beginning of winter, the Garrison 
Dam reservoir had an above average MSL (Figure 96). The MSL was decreased from nearly 
562.3 meters MSL to below 560.8 meters MSL between November 2018 and February 2019. 
After February, the MSL increased continuously until its peak in July. In comparison to the other 
high-water events, MSL in the winter periods were all above average. However, the inflow and 
MSL peaks were different, with exception to 1997, the other top events illustrated a single 
inflow peak. From the inflow and MSL data, the 2019 high water seemed to have occurred in a 
similar fashion as in 1997. They are the only two of the high-water events with two individual 
peaks of inflow and they had similar starting MSLs at the Garrison Dam reservoir. Albeit the 
peak inflow and MSL in 1997 exceeded that of the 2019 event. 
Figure 9496: 2019 Season Reservoir MSL 
Water elevations for the 2019 high-water event. The event water elevation 




In terms of precipitation, the 2019 event was different from others in the fact that every 
season seemed to have at least one HUC region where the majority of weather stations 
experienced above average (Figure 97). Precipitation analysis shows that during the fall of 2018, 
the western HUC regions experience above average. HUC region 8 contained the highest 
density of these stations. In total, there were 11 stations during the fall of 2018 with above 
average precipitation. During the winter of 2018/2019, there was a much stronger phenomena 
observed. Of the 71 weather stations, 40 experienced above average precipitation. During the 
spring of 2019, the south eastern HUC regions showed evidence of above average precipitation. 
Where 17 of the 71 stations were above the 90th percentile. The summer of 2019 also had 
above average precipitation occurring in several HUC regions. Specifically, in the eastern 
regions where 13 of the 71 stations experienced above average precipitation.  
In comparison to the other top events, precipitation experienced during the 2019 high-
water event was most similar to the winter and spring of the 2018 event. In 1975 there was 
only one station with above average precipitation during winter, in 1997 there were two and 
nine in 2011. Despite this similarity to 2018, the total number of stations with above average 
precipitation during winter was much greater in 2019. This could explain the high ice break 
peak that was observed in Figure 96. While the precipitation analysis of the 2019 event does 
not match the 1997 event closely, the timing of inflow and MSL peaks do. In 1997 the majority 
of above average precipitation was identified during fall and summer. However, given the 
similar magnitude of the ice break in 1997, but the lack of significant stations with above 
average precipitation during winter, it is possible that the precipitation experience in the fall of 
1996 did not make it to the reservoir until early spring. 
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Figure 9597: 2018/2019 Above Average Seasonal Precipitation (CDF>=90) 
Above average seasonal precipitation during the 2019 high-water event. Red points represent stations with 
above average precipitation and black Xs represent stations that are insignificant. 
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Seasonal Precipitation Trends (1965-2019) 
 To make a connection between climate and the development of high MSL events, 
looking into the precipitation trends between 1965 to 2019 for applicable HUC 6 regions was 
required. This was done to provide insight as to how similar high-water events may develop in 
the future. In order to do this, we assessed which HUC regions were dominated by increasing or 
decreasing precipitation trends between 1965 and 2019, then referenced those regions to the 
HUC regions recording above average seasonal precipitation during the top high-water events.  
 To analyze the seasonal precipitation trends in the applicable HUC regions, seasonal 
precipitation totals for each station was plotted and assessed using a linear regression to 
determine if an increasing or decreasing trend was present. Since annual variations in 
precipitation are common, the seasonal precipitation totals for each station were plotted as a 
five-season moving average to smooth out the data. We chose to use a moving average to 
smooth out the precipitation data, as this is common practice when assessing precipitation 
trends over time (Shuttleworth, 2012). After the five-season averages had been plotted, the 
direction of the trend and its associated significance was determined via linear regression. A p 
value less than or equal to 0.05 was the threshold for delineating which trends, increasing or 
decreasing, were considered significant. Trend direction was determined from the linear 
regression slope, positive signified and increasing trend and negative signified a decreasing 
trend.  
 For spring season precipitation, we identified several HUC regions expressing either 
increasing or decreasing precipitation. HUC regions 1 and 6 did not show a significant trend in 
either direction. Regions 12 and 14 did not have sufficient data coverage to determine a trend, 
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no stations in those regions passed the data quality assessment for any seasonal analysis. The 
majority of weather stations in regions 3, 5, 7, 8, 11 and 13 suggested increasing spring 
precipitation totals. However, some of these regions contained several stations indicating 
declining or insignificant trends as well. Despite this, the overwhelming majority of stations in 
those regions suggest increasing spring precipitation between 1965 and 2019. Region 2 was the 
only region where the majority of weather stations suggested a decline in spring precipitation. 
Overall, 29 stations did not express a significant trend in either direction, 30 suggest an increase 
in spring precipitation and the final 12 suggested a decrease. The table below illustrates this in 
tabular form. 
Table 7: Spring Precipitation Trends (1965-2019) of 71 Applicable Weather Stations 
 
The table below explains the distribution of weather stations throughout each HUC 6 Region 
and the quantity of stations showing significant trends, as well as those which were 
insignificant. Only one region illustrated a strong decreasing trend in spring precipitation, this 
was HUC region 2.  
 
 In relation to previous high-water events, four out of five expressed above average 
precipitation in the several HUC regions identified as having increased precipitation between 
1965 and 2019. These high-water events were 1975, 2011, 2018 and 2019, where 2011 had the 
HUC Region Stations Insignificant 
(p>0.05) 
Stations Increasing (p<=0.05) Stations Decreasing 
(p<=0.05) 
1 3 0 0 
2 1 0 3 
3 0 2 1 
4 0 1 1 
5 3 5 0 
6 2 0 0 
7 2 3 0 
8 3 4 3 
9 11 6 0 
10 1 1 0 
11 1 5 3 
12 0 0 0 
13 2 3 1 
14 0 0 0 
Totals: 29 30 12 
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highest number of stations with above average precipitation during spring. During 2011, 
stations with above average spring precipitation were spread throughout every HUC 6 region 
data was available for. For high-water years 1975 and 2019, stations with above average spring 
precipitation were predominantly in HUC regions also identified as having increased 
precipitation over the entire study period during spring (Table 8). 
Table 8: Increasing Spring Precipitation Trends and Above Average Spring Precipitation 
 HUC 6 regions are shown in the left most column. The highlighted regions are those which 
expressed increasing spring precipitation totals between 1965 and 2019. The five high-water 
events are provided in the columns to the right. The X in each cell signifies that above average 
precipitation occurred for at least one station in that region and season during the associated 
high-water event. 
 
 For the study period between 1965 to 2019, most significant precipitation trends 
identified during summer were of a decreasing nature (Table 9). In addition, these seemed to 
cluster in the south western and western portion of the HUC regions (Figure 98). Specifically, in 
regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, and 11, along the Rocky Mountain Range in western Montana (Figure 
98). Only one region suggested summer precipitation was increasing, this was region 7. While 
HUC 6 Regions Spring 1975 Spring 1997 Spring 2011 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 
1 X X X X  
2 X  X X X 
3 X  X X X 
4   X X  
5 X  X X  
6 X  X   
7 X  X  X 
8 X  X X X 
9 X  X X X 
10 X  X   
11 X  X  X 
13 X  X   
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region 13 did illustrate an increase in summer precipitation for two weather stations, the other 
four stations in that region suggested no significant variation.  
Table 9: Summer Precipitation Trends (1965-2019) of 71 Applicable Weather Stations 
One region suggested an increase in summer precipitation over the study period, region 7. The 
majority of stations in this analysis expressed a decrease in summer precipitation averages 
between 1965 and 2019. 
 
 The top MSL events with heavy summer precipitation were dissimilar to one another. In 
1975 above average summer precipitation did occur in the north western HUC regions 2, 3, 4, 
11 and 13. In 1997 the high summer precipitation occurred where the climate analysis 
identified a decrease in precipitation over time, clustered in the southern HUC regions. 2018 
experienced above average summer precipitation along the Yellowstone River, but those 
regions did not express any significant changes in precipitation between 1965 and 2019 (Figure 
98). In 2019 above average summer precipitation occurred in the eastern most HUC regions. 
The eastern most HUC regions is also where the majority of stations expressing no significant 
change in summer precipitation between 1965 and 2019 were identified, with the exception of 
HUC region 7. HUC region 7 was the only region where summer precipitation between 1965 
HUC Region Stations Insignificant (p>0.05) Stations Increasing (p<=0.05) Stations Decreasing (p<=0.05) 
1 2 0 1 
2 1 0 3 
3 1 0 2 
4 1 0 1 
5 8 0 0 
6 2 0 0 
7 2 3 0 
8 2 0 8 
9 5 0 12 
10 1 0 1 
11 6 0 3 
12 0 0 0 
13 4 2 0 
14 0 0 0 
Totals: 35 5 31 
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and 2019 was shown to be increasing, as most stations in that region expressed significantly 
increasing trends (Table 9).  
Table 10: Increasing Summer Precipitation Trends and Above Average Summer Precipitation 
HUC 6 regions are shown in the left most column. The highlighted regions are those which 
expressed increasing summer precipitation between 1965 and 2019. The five high-water events 
are provided in the columns to the right. The X in each cell signifies that above average 









Fall precipitation trends between 1965 and 2019 were much more sporadic and 
returned mixed results in some regions. Regions 1, 3, 9, and 13 had no stations with significant 
trends suggesting a decrease in precipitation. The only stations with significant trends identified 
in those regions were of a positive nature over time. Regions 2, 4, 6, and 10 were the inverse, 
where the stations expressing significant trends suggest declining fall precipitation. The data 
does appear to suggest that the decreasing fall precipitation is occurring in the central HUC 












1  X    
2 X X    
3 X X    
4 X X    
5  X  X X 
6     X 
7  X  X X 
8  X  X  
9  X  X  
10     X 
11 X X   X 




Table 11: Fall Precipitation Trends (1965-2019) of 71 Applicable Weather Stations 
Results from the fall precipitation analysis were much weaker than the others. The spread of 
stations with significant trends were heavily insignificant. Followed by 21 stations with 
increasing precipitation and 13 stations showing a decrease. Regardless, some regions were 
dominated by either increasing or decreasing trends. Suggesting that in those regions, 
precipitation is either increasing or decreasing. 
 
In the fall of 1996, leading up to the 1997 high-water event, the stations with above 
average precipitation were in the north central regions. During fall of 2010, leading up to the 
2011 high-water event, the majority of stations with above average precipitation were in the 
outer HUC regions. In 2017, leading up to the 2018 high-water event, above average 
precipitation occurred in the western most HUC regions (Figure 94). The high-water event of 
1975 and 2018 did not show any stations with above average precipitation during the preceding 
fall. There was not much similarity between the top five MSL events and increasing fall 
precipitation. In 1996, HUC region 13 experienced above average precipitation during fall, 
which did express an increasing precipitation trend between 1965 and 2019. Albeit, in other 
high MSL events there were few stations in that region with above average precipitation. Few 
stations were identified in fall 2010 to really make an assessment in relation to increasing 
HUC Region Stations Insignificant (p>0.05) Stations Increasing (p<=0.05) Stations Decreasing (p<=0.05) 
1 2 1 0 
2 3 0 1 
3 1 2 0 
4 1 0 1 
5 5 1 2 
6 1 0 1 
7 1 3 1 
8 4 2 4 
9 11 6 0 
10 1 0 1 
11 6 1 2 
12 0 0 0 
13 1 5 0 
14 0 0 0 
Totals: 37 21 13 
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precipitation and the potential implications. However, there were regions where a few stations 
did express above precipitation leading up to the 2011 event (Table 12). 
Table 12: Increasing Fall Precipitation Trends and Above Average Fall Precipitation 
HUC 6 regions are shown in the left most column. The highlighted regions are those which 
expressed increasing fall precipitation between 1965 and 2019. The five high-water events are 
provided in the columns to the right. The X in each cell signifies that above average 














1    X  
2    X  
3    X  
4      
5  X X   
6  X    
7  X X   
8  X X X  
9  X  X  
10  X    
11  X    
13  X X   
 
The final season analyzed for the precipitation trend analysis was winter. The winter of 
1965 was not able to be analyzed in this assessment. Data for the precipitation analysis was 
downloaded for the years 1965 to 2019. Given that winter is comprised of the months 
December, January, and February, the December data from 1964 was absent from our dataset. 
In which case, our winter analysis is for the years 1966 to 2019. In our winter analysis, the 
results were more balanced. Collectively, 25 stations suggested no significant changes in winter 
precipitation, 25 suggested increases and 21 suggested decreases. Only regions 9 and 10 were 
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dominated by weather stations with increasing trends. Regions which were dominated by 
decreasing winter precipitation trends were regions 2 and 5.  
Table 13: Winter Precipitation Trends (1966-2019) of 71 Applicable Weather Stations 
This analysis differed from the last, as the months associated with the season are spread 
between two calendar years. Disallowing the use of the year 1965. The overall spread of 
stations with significant trends and insignificance are nearly even. Despite this, clusters are 
seen like the distribution for the spring precipitation analysis.  
 
 The high-water events that experienced widespread above average winter precipitation 
were 2011, 2018 and 2019. The role of above average winter precipitation also seemed to have 
changed between events. Appearing more prominent in the final three of the top five high-
water events. During the 1975 and 1997 high-water events, only a single HUC region experience 
above average winter precipitation (Table 14). The region which expressed above average 
precipitation during the winter of 1996/1997 was HUC region 13, which was one of two stations 
associated with an increasing trend in precipitation between 1966 and 2019. However, as 
previously mentioned, the winter precipitation analysis had varying results between HUC 
regions. The use of HUC regions for parsing this analysis could only identify regions 9 and 13 as 
having a predominantly increasing trend, most other HUC regions contained mixed results. 
 
HUC Region Stations Insignificant (p>0.05) Stations Increasing (p<=0.05) Stations Decreasing (p<=0.05) 
1 2 1 0 
2 1 0 3 
3 1 1 1 
4 1 0 1 
5 3 1 4 
6 1 0 1 
7 2 2 1 
8 4 2 4 
9 6 10 1 
10 1 1 0 
11 3 3 3 
12 0 0 0 
13 0 4 2 
14 0 0 0 
Totals: 25 25 21 
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Table 14:Increasing Winter Precipitation Trends and Above Average Winter Precipitation 
HUC 6 regions are shown in the left most column. The highlighted regions are those which 
expressed increasing fall precipitation between 1965 and 2019. The five high-water events are 
provided in the columns to the right. The X in each cell signifies that above average 












1    X X 
2    X X 
3    X X 
4     X 
5   X X X 
6      
7   X  X 
8   X X X 
9    X X 
10     X 
11 X  X X X 
13  X X  X 
 
 The climate analysis illustrated that seasonal precipitation patterns over the past several 
decades (1965-2019) have significantly fluctuated. As previously discussed, significant trends of 
increasing and decreasing precipitation were found between all seasons for the years 1965 to 
2019. Figure 98 better illustrates the spatial trends of these patterns seen through each season. 
The tabular form of this data was provided in tables 7, 9, 11 and 13. One of the most distinct 
changes is that of the summer season, where clusters of decreasing precipitation were not 
accompanied by neighboring stations suggesting an increasing trend. Spring and winter 
illustrate a similar pattern to one another. Winter shows decreases in precipitation occurring in 
the central area of the analysis compared to spring; however, the south and south eastern 
portion of the analyses are very similar in trend. In the fall analysis, the majority of stations with 
increased precipitation were in the northern and south eastern HUC 6 regions.
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Figure 9698: Seasonal Precipitation Trends (5 Year Averages) 
This figure shows all four seasons which were assessed, between 1965 and 2019, during the 
precipitation analysis. Tables 7, 9, 11 and 13 are derived from the results in this figure. 
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Chapter V: Discussion 
 
 The objective of this study was to address three problems. First, the absence of a 
habitat prediction model for aiding in monitoring efficiency at the Garrison Dam Project. 
Second, the development of a suitable habitat model without the aid of vegetation coverage 
data. Third, understanding the potential impacts of climate change on reservoir levels. 
  This research was conducted to answer the following questions: Can a remote sensing 
methodology with a heavily automated base be developed for habitat prediction? Can a habitat 
model be developed using only nest GPS data and satellite imagery? Is seasonal precipitation 
changing over time, and how could this lead to an increase in frequency of high-water events?  
 The underutilization of habitat prediction models for aiding in monitoring activities at 
the Garrison Dam Project was assessed via personal communication with the project office and 
review of literature. Given the information provided by the project office, it appeared that the 
previous methodology, develop by Anteau et al. (2014), was too complex and time consuming 
for general use. Furthermore, our review of literature highlighted the fact that underutilization 
of models in conservation planning is common for the very same reasons (Addison, et al., 
2013). In which case, it seemed beneficial to design a methodology and model that aimed to 
alleviate these stressors. Therefore, we focused on developing a methodology which could be 
automated, as simplifying the execution of the model reduces the time required by an 
individual to conduct an analysis, as well as reduces the need for additional staff with 
specialized skill sets to enable its utilization. This was done to answer our research question: 
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Can a remote sensing methodology with a heavily automated base be developed for habitat 
prediction?  
 The results of this research illustrate that the automation of a habitat prediction model 
was possible. The model that was developed can train for habitat parameters, assess accuracy, 
predict habitat, identify potential interference and produce supporting figures on its own. 
Albeit, while all these processes were successfully automated, joint execution is not present 
between every script. Most notably during the first sections of the model, where imagery 
requests are sent off to the USGS server and later downloaded. However, after data download 
is complete, a master file which runs the remaining data extraction and training sections can be 
initiated. For the purpose of answering our question, the focus was to illustrate that the 
processes involved in habitat prediction via remote sensing was capable of being automated 
and not to develop the model to the point of completion for general use. We were able to 
illustrate the process can be automated, but the general user interface still needs additional 
work to simplify its execution. Furthermore, outputs need to be developed further and 
discussed with the USACE to ensure they meet their expectations. The computational 
requirements for this model vary based upon the size of the analysis areas. Larger areas require 
more computer memory to process and can result in a memory error while the model does 
calculations. This model parsed analysis areas into smaller segments to work around memory 
errors, enabling this model to operate on systems with less memory. Currently, the model can 
run on a laptop with an Intel Pentium processor that has 4 GB of RAM and a 1.10 GHz Central 
Processing Unit (CPU). The laptops used by the USACE have i3 processors, accompanied with 4 
GB of RAM, but their CPU operates at around three times the speed as the CPU used in this 
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study. Thus, the USACE computers will have enough memory to run the model, and will be able 
to conduct the analysis more rapidly. Additionally, this model was developed and tested for 
windows operating systems, it does not work on apple computers. The versions of the 
geospatial tools used in this model were not able to be installed on apple systems. The model 
could be adjusted to work on apple computers, but the target operating system for this model 
was windows, as this is what the USACE uses. 
 With the absence of vegetation coverage data, it was not possible to develop a model 
using vegetation coverage as a mediating factor. To better understand how to accommodate 
for this issue, plover habitat and spectral sensor studies were reviewed. Review of literature 
identified a few factors, outside of vegetation coverage, that could be used for describing 
plover habitat. Factors such as size of sandbars or habitat area, nesting distance from water, 
terrain slope and habitable pixel values. While all of these factors were considered, the 
habitable pixel values were viewed as the most important. Furthermore, satellite sensor studies 
supported the use of other indices and spectral bands to further support classification accuracy. 
This seemed like an optimal choice, given that habitable parameters are limited to nest GPS 
data and satellite imagery in this model. Leading up to our question: Can a habitat model be 
developed using only nest GPS data and satellite imagery? 
 Outputs and supporting accuracy analyses from the habitat model illustrate that the 
model has the capabilities to identify and predict plover habitat. Most importantly, it was able 
to do so using only nest GPS data and satellite imagery. This was done by supplementing 
vegetation coverage data with relevant pixel data extracted from satellite imagery at historical 
nesting locations. The extracted information was then stored in datasets for each spectral band 
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or index, containing all spectral properties associated with nesting locations. Distribution 
assessments then determine which distribution most suitably fit each of the datasets. Following 
this, the CDF limitations were defined for the 10th and 90th percentile of each dataset. The CDF 
limitations represent the habitable pixel range, this is the model’s understanding of what 
constitutes habitat, defining habitat as the spectral properties associated with historical nesting 
sites as opposed to vegetation coverage characteristics. Thus, the model was made possible by 
utilizing a similar classification methodology as Sidel & Ziewitz (1990).  
 The results of the accuracy assessments for the entire training area illustrated that as 
more years were added to a training set, the base accuracy and precision of the accuracy range 
improved. Additionally, the spectral indices maintained a higher minimum base accuracy than 
the spectral bands. However, the precision of the maximum and minimum pixel values of the 
habitable pixel ranges did not always show an increase as more years were added. Most 
notably for the maximum pixel values, where the addition of more years to the training sets 
had less of an impact on precision compared to the minimum pixel values. This suggests that 
the minimum pixel value has a stronger affinity towards normality. In fact, the minimum 
habitable pixel values calculated for nearly all bands and spectral indices showed an increase in 
precision as more years were added to the sample size. Band one was the only exception to 
this. Regardless, the trends observed illustrated that the precision of the habitable pixel range 
limitations typically increased as more years were added. Additionally, the number of 
distributions found between training datasets also decreased for all bands and indices as more 
years were added, showing that data distributions were becoming more similar over time.  
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 Accuracy assessments conducted for Lake Sakakawea had dissimilar conclusions to 
those of the entire dataset. One of the differences was that the base accuracies achieved by the 
spectral indices were typically lower than the spectral bands, which is the opposite of what was 
observed for the entire study area. Additionally, trends of increasing or decreasing accuracy 
were much weaker for the lake dataset. Accuracy ranges remained relatively similar, despite 
the addition of more years to the training set. This could be attributed to the fact that data 
coverage for the reservoir was very sparse, only a select few nests passed the interference 
checks in the start of the analysis. As a result, some seasons had less than 10 nests available for 
model validation. Despite the poor data coverage, the accuracy assessments for the lake still 
provided some insight as to how indices and spectral bands perform on the reservoir. Most 
notably, the accuracy achieved by the spectral bands was higher than that of the spectral 
indices, suggesting that spectral bands may be more suitable for habitat prediction on the 
reservoir. However, this is easily challenged by the habitat prediction outputs, which illustrated 
that the spectral bands appeared to over predict habitat in the early season. In which case, 
depending on the time of discovery of the nests which were tested, earlier nesting dates are 
more likely to be associated with spectral band properties which fall within their habitable 
range, as early predictions appeared to be overestimates. This could explain why accuracy is 
higher for the spectral bands compared to the spectral indices. Albeit additional analyses on 
nesting dates would be required for verification. It is also possible that the habitable pixel range 
of spectral indices, such as NDVI, EVI and SAVI, are weighed towards less vegetation coverage. 
While vegetation coverage characteristics are not utilized by the model for assessments and 
predictions, the data from sparsely vegetated sandbars on the river could have lowered the 
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maximum habitable pixel range. Reducing the effectiveness of predicting reservoir habitat as 
the nests may be more likely to occur adjacent to vegetation further up the shoreline. One 
additional setback of the accuracy of this model is the delineation of the shoreline. As 
previously mentioned, this is done via the pixel quality band provided by USGS to further 
enable automation. It is entirely possible that the portions of shoreline most adjacent to water 
resources are cut off. Reducing the effectiveness of the model’s ability to quantitatively assess 
habitat. However, further analyses would be required to verify the degree to which this may be 
occurring.  
 Prediction outputs at the reservoir do illustrate that NDVI should not be used far into 
the season to predict habitat, unless there is possibly a wet year at the study location. Under 
those circumstances, use of NDVI could be continued later into the season as vegetation may 
still be green. Results of the SAVI and EVI predictions suggested a higher degree of precision in 
mid-season predictions compared to NDVI. In which case, SAVI and EVI should be utilized over 
NDVI for base habitat prediction. Even if this is changed, once May and June predictions take 
place the precision of all spectral indices becomes questionable. However, around this time in 
the season the spectral bands appeared to experience an increase in precision. In which case, 
there could be a possible combination between EVI and SAVI with the spectral bands to 
improve mid-season predictions. As using them in unison could decrease the probability of 
overestimating habitat. After mid-season, when the spectral indices predict greater amounts of 
habitat due to loss of precision, a transition between prediction sources would best. Given the 
increased precision of the spectral bands one to four during late season, they could be used as 
a transition source. As switching from spectral indices to bands after May or June could reduce 
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the chance of over predicting habitat. Given that spectral bands one through four did offer 
greater precision and accuracy in comparison to other spectral bands, they should be 
considered in addition to the spectral indices when predicting habitat throughout the entire 
season. Albeit the exact combination of spectral bands and indices for full season predictions 
would need to be further assessed. 
Anteau et al. (2014) suggested that climate may affect the abundance of reservoir 
habitat. However, the understanding of potential impacts of climate change on reservoir levels 
was not thoroughly explored. Literature review for addressing this related predominantly to 
publications explaining how to conduct long-term precipitation analyses. After reviewing the 
precipitation trend data of the region and the frequency and onset of high-water events at the 
reservoir, patterns were observed between watersheds. We then chose to overlay the data 
between the analyses to answer this question: Is seasonal precipitation changing over time, and 
how could this lead to an increase in frequency of high-water events? 
The precipitation trend analysis suggested significant increases during spring in several 
regions. Summer suggested a strong decreasing trend in the southwestern HUC 6 regions. Fall 
was more sporadic with weather stations with above average precipitation in the outer most 
HUC 6 regions. While winter illustrated increasing precipitation trends in the southeastern HUC 
6 regions, with mixed results in the northern most regions. Spring was the season with the 
highest number of weather stations suggesting an increase of precipitation, followed by winter. 
The analysis of high-water events and reservoir inflow illustrated that the top five MSL events 
did not all develop identically. Regardless, above average spring precipitation was an element 
of four out of five high-water events analyzed in this study.   
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With the relationship between high-water events and increasing spring precipitation, it 
is possible that the frequency of high-water events could increase. Three of the five high MSL 
events experienced above average precipitation during summer and fall. However, the climate 
analysis suggested that summer precipitation experienced a strong decline. In which case high 
MSL events with above average summer precipitation are less likely to occur in future. Of the 
three high MSL events that experienced above average precipitation during summer, two were 
the earliest of the top five events. These were years 1975 and 1997. The final high MSL event 
with above average summer precipitation occurred in 2019. With above average precipitation 
occurring in a few watersheds where summer precipitation appeared to have small increases. 
Regardless, there was no evidence suggesting that an increase in precipitation during summer 
would lead to an increase in similar high-water events. As the only year which suggested a 
correlation was 2019. A year which also experienced above average precipitation during the 
preceding fall, winter and spring. 
The years with above average precipitation during fall were 1996, 2017 and 2018. The 
fall of 1996 experienced above average precipitation in several stations in the north, south and 
east HUC 6 regions. The majority of weather stations with above average precipitation were 
distributed along the Yellowstone River, its tributaries and in the northern HUC regions 6 and 
13. The observations here did not really match that of the overall fall precipitation trend. While 
the northern HUC 6 regions did experience an increase in precipitation between 1965 and 2019, 
stations along the Yellowstone typically were of a decreasing nature. For both 2017 and 2018, 
the above average fall precipitation occurred in the eastern HUC 6 regions. Which also did not 
match the climate analysis trend. Therefore, the high MSL samples do not show much evidence 
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to suggest that the increases of precipitation during fall was a major factor in development of 
the top five high-water events.   
Winter was the final season to be analyzed. In regard to climate trend, the southern and 
eastern HUC 6 regions did suggest an increase over time. Two of the top five MSL events which 
expressed above average precipitation during winter were 2018 and 2019. In both 2018 and 
2019, HUC 6 regions identified with having an increase in winter precipitation were also 
identified with above average seasonal precipitation. However, the 2019 high MSL event 
experienced a wider spread of above average precipitation throughout the HUC 6 regions. Even 
in areas where winter precipitation was identified as decreasing over time, making it difficult to 
link the two events together and argue that they will lead to an increase in frequency of high-
water events. Despite the fact that the regions with increasing winter precipitation were also 
included with those expressing above average precipitation during two of the five high-water 
events. 
 The climate and high MSL event analysis did suggest correlations existed in spring, 
summer and winter. However, only the spring analysis suggested a strong correlation which 
could lead to an increase in frequency of similar events. In order to better assess precipitation 
trends and events over the studied watersheds, point averaging over the entire region could be 
conducted. However, there could be a great deal of error as precipitation data dating back to 
1965 does not provide coverage for all HUC 6 regions, making those areas susceptible to a high 
level of potential error. Reducing the number of years of the analysis would be required to 
increase the number of data points to further support a point averaging approach. However, 
the implications of reducing the number of years for this portion of the study is not understood. 
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Additionally, the outflow data from Fort Peck is not analyzed in this study. Given that Fort Peck 
has the capability to retain water, its release of said water could directly impact reservoir levels 
at Lake Sakakawea. Under high precipitation scenarios, Fort Peck could retain water and release 
it during periods experiencing lower levels of precipitation. This could offset the analysis 
conducted, as it only took seasonal precipitation and the reservoir levels at Lake Sakakawea 
into account. Analysis of outflow and inflow data at Fort Peck Dam would be required to make a 
clearer assessment of how this relationship could mediate reservoir conditions at Garrison 
Dam. 
 With climate conditions in the relevant HUC 6 watersheds located east of the Garrison 
Dam showing increases in seasonal precipitation during spring, the need for a habitat model is 
further supported. As previously mentioned, monitoring crews typically visit historically 
productive areas first to monitor for plovers and terns. While exploration for new habitable 
locations may not be a feasible option until later in the season. Furthermore, Anteau et al. 
(2014) described reservoir conditions as varying between seasons due to inundation. If high-
water events have the potential to increase in frequency, then the locations of habitable areas 
on Lake Sakakawea could change. Making it difficult to rely on historical observations of habitat 
as the primary deciding factor for directing monitoring activities. As illustrated by the 
comparison of habitat predictions in segment 11 between low and high-water events (2016 and 
2018), the model is capable of sensing seasonal variations. In which case, the model has the 
capacity to operate under both conditions and can easily be applied to high-water and low-
water scenarios. Additionally, the utilization of spectral bands later in the monitoring season 
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may further aid in habitat predictions once the water elevation reaches its max around June or 
July, as the indices did not perform well in late season. 
 Late season monitoring efforts will vary based upon water elevation. While plover and 
tern typically nest in early summer, and June and July are a busy time for chick and fledgling 
counts, it is not uncommon to find new nests as late as July at the reservoir. Particularly under 
conditions of high-water, where water elevations may have increased rapidly in the early 
season, resulting in inundation of nests. In which case, plover and tern may renest in late 
season extending nest and habitat searches into June and July. Thus, the ability of this model to 
transition between prediction sources to enable late season predictions is useful for 












Chapter IV: Conclusion 
  
 In this study we were able to determine the development of an automated 
methodology was entirely possible. The most complicated sections of the methodology 
pertaining to data download, preparation, extraction, training and prediction were successfully 
automated. In addition, data which is already available to the monitoring individuals sufficiently 
supported the model. While the climate analysis did not provide a concise relationship between 
all seasons and overall precipitation trends, spring did express above average precipitation in 
four of the five high-water events. Additionally, spring precipitation was shown to increase over 
the study period. Given this information, it is possible the frequency of high-water events 
similar to 1975 and 2011 could increase. Further analysis would be required to increase our 
understanding of how other seasons may play a role in future high-water events. 
 After the model was developed, it was assessed between a single low and high-water 
year to search for variations in the amount of habitat identified. It was found that the model did 
predict less habitat under high-water conditions compared to low-water conditions. This 
matches with the expectation that there will be less habitat associated with higher reservoir 
elevations, suggesting that this model may be useful under varying reservoir scenarios. 
Additionally, using multiple spectral bands in addition to the spectral indices increased the 
model’s ability to identify habitat during late season, as spectral bands became more precise in 
later months. Given the model’s ability to sense habitat variations annually and identify habitat 
throughout the entire season, it is suitable for directing monitoring efforts. This is of particular 
interest if historical nesting patterns change following the onset of climate change. 
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 In comparison to the previous model written by Anteau et al. (2014) at Lake Sakakawea, 
there is one major drawback. The model developed in this study is not able to predict habitat in 
the absence of satellite imagery. As we have previously shown, the assessments of segment 11 
for 2016 and 2018 with this model only had two predictions available for comparison. There 
were more predictions available for 2016, but in 2018 only one month had satellite imagery 
with low enough levels of disturbance to enable the habitat prediction. Thus, the ability to 
predict habitat in the absence of satellite imagery would be beneficial. In fact, the year 2020 
only had a single habitat predication available for segment 11. In order for the USGS 
methodology to predict habitat in the absence of satellite imagery, they utilized vegetation 
rates and DEMs. However, accuracy of the DEM data will vary following shoreline inundation 
and continuous wave action. In which case, predictions as to where habitat could persist based 
upon elevation would become less accurate as time progressed. Additionally, vegetation survey 
data was also required to enable these predictions. With the absence of such data, attributed 
to standard data collection protocol by the monitoring individuals, it is not possible to follow 
the same methodology as USGS. In which case, the ability to predict habitat in the absence of 
satellite imagery is a major tradeoff between these models. 
 Despite the fact that our model is not able to predict habitat in the absence of satellite 
imagery, it does hold several advantages in comparison to the Anteau et al. (2014) model. 
These advantages are data availability, automation, machine learning and implementation. 
Data required by the USGS model is not annually collected, requiring continuous updates to 
enable its use. Data requirements of the USGS model also did not foster a clean-cut solution to 
the transition between satellite sensors either, as all habitat data previously collected is no 
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longer useful with current or proceeding sensors. The model developed in this study uses only 
publicly available satellite imagery with nesting data that the USACE collects every year. In 
which case, there are no requirements for the collection of additional data to train or validate 
the model outside of standard collection protocol. In regard to transitions between satellite 
sensors, this model can be used between all Landsat sensors if nesting data is available. Ideally, 
there will be a transition period between the most recent sensor and its predecessor. Allowing 
continual use of the model where more than a single year of nesting data can be used for 
training. If a transition period between sensors is not present, where a new sensor is launched 
and the previous is immediately retired, then the model could be trained with the updated 
sensor as early as the following year. As this would provide a single year dataset to enable 
habitat prediction. However, the results of this study illustrated a great deal of variation in 
accuracy when only using a single year for training the habitat prediction section. Due to time 
constraints, not all modules have full cross sensor capability. Sensors are defined within the 
code to enable both data download and FMask data interpretation. Therefore, new sensor 
codes would need to be defined for proper FMask assessments. Despite this, alterations to this 
are simple to implement and would take the developer a matter of minutes to add. These 
changes are not written in as options to the user. While it is possible to do this in the future, it 
was not a planned program adjustment for the purpose of illustrating the model’s validity.  
 The second benefit of our model is automation. The USGS model and methodology 
required manual data manipulation and correction to conduct their analysis in ArcGIS. The data 
available at the time of their study did not include pre-processed imagery. Pre-processed 
surface reflectance data was not even available until 2012 (Claverie M. , Vermote, Franch, & 
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Masek, 2015). Since this was not available at the time of the USGS study, the user had to know 
how to process the images. This included manual cloud identification, atmospheric correction, 
and surface reflectance. All of which would be required before any band calculations could 
occur for indices. Today, NDVI and other indices can be downloaded pre-processed with all of 
the appropriate corrections in place. Additionally, the FMask algorithm and associated data was 
not published until 2012 (Zhu & Woodcock, 2012). This information is what enables the 
automated interference analysis, allowing for automated cloud detection. While the FMask 
algorithm is not the only automated interference algorithm, it is the one chosen by USGS for 
their pixel quality assessment. Landsat 8 also had the addition of a specific spectral band (band 
9) to aid in cirrus cloud detection, which is a common source of interference (Jeppesen J. , 
Jacobsen, Inceoglu, & Toftegaard, 2019). It was simply not a possibility to enable automation at 
the time of the USGS study. This placed a lot of additional work on staff conducting the analysis 
and required above average knowledge pertaining to remote sensing. The model produced in 
this study does not require the user to understand even the simplest aspects of remote sensing. 
Such as coordinate systems and projections, file types, clipping raster files or even a working 
understanding of Landsat codes. The implementation of this effort was not within the scope of 
our study. As previously mentioned, the general user interface of our model is not complete. 
The full implementation of this model was beyond the scope of this thesis. However, after the 
general user interface has been completed, it could result in a user-friendly version of this 
methodology which will simplify its use for staff. The specifics on how the general user interface 
will be completed are unclear at the moment. 
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 Machine learning is the third benefit of this model. Once all the data is provided to the 
model, it defines what constitutes habitat based upon what was observed remotely. Removing 
the need for an individual to conduct outside analyses on plover habitat to feed into the model. 
Furthermore, as the model is used and more data is added, it becomes more accurate and 
precise in its determination of habitat. Additionally, machine learning coupled with automation 
enables self-training to the point where the user in not required to conduct the statistical 
analyses. Our statistical analysis section automatically identifies which distribution is the best fit 
for defining the habitable pixel range. 
 The fourth benefit of this model is its implementation. Currently, it can be implemented 
with relative ease. It can be left alone to conduct an analysis and make predictions without a 
human present. This is important when considering how a model may be used by monitoring 
individuals, as their current duties typically provide them with 50-60 hours of work each week. 
In which case, there is no additional time or staff available to utilize a model devoid of 
automation. Despite the fact that all of the scripts are not joined together at this time, initiating 
these scripts is far less difficult than manually training a prediction model and producing 
supporting outputs. 
 The final benefit of this model is its capacity to expand its analysis area. The time taken 
to expand the model to train all areas nests were available for North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Nebraska was less than 3 hours. All that is required for area expansion is to add additional 
polygons to the source file. Albeit this expansion of study area was intentionally done quickly to 
incorporate the areas where nests were located, so the precision of these bounds is poor and 
could be improved upon greatly. As previously discussed, analysis areas on the river are much 
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clearer to define as they are typically delineated by riverbanks. In which case, the model 
expansion could undergo review to better enable habitat prediction on all river segments 
between North Dakota, South Dakota and Nebraska.  
 In conclusion, we were able to develop this model and test its accuracy to illustrate its 
validity. While the model was not developed to the point where a general user interface was 
introduced, the scripts are still capable of producing outputs that could be used to direct 
monitoring efforts under both high and low-water scenarios. While there could be a potential 
increase in frequency of high-water events similar to 1975 and 2011 due to increases in spring 
precipitation, the overall climate trends illustrated significant changes in precipitation between 
all seasons between 1965 and 2019. Suggesting that climate will very likely continue to change 
and alter conditions at the Lake Sakakawea reservoir. In which case, this model could help 
direct monitoring efforts at the Garrison Dam project as seasonal conditions shift from what is 
normally observed. Our findings also illustrated that a habitat model can still be developed 
without obtaining additional vegetation data in the field, providing insight as to how we can 
develop a habitat model without additional data collection. This study has also shown that 
NDVI may not be a suitable index for assessing habitat in all scenarios and dates. Our results 
show that of the three indices used, NDVI was the least precise as the season continued and 
should not be used over EVI or SAVI. Additionally, this study expresses the important role of 
spectral bands in late season habitat predictions, as a combination of bands and spectral indices 
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